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ABSTRACT 

Depth profiles of S(IV) and S(VI) in snow exposed to 20-140 

ppbv S02 for 6 to 12 hours have been determined in 48 laboratory 

experiments. Surface deposition velocity (vd) averaged 0.06 ern s-l. 

well-metamorphosed snow, longer run times, higher S02 concentrations 

and colder snow were associated with lower values of vd, and vice 

versa. Melting follOioJed by draining increased vd greatly (0.14 ern 

s-l). Any effect of ozone on S02 vd was w1detectable. Most sulfur in 

the snow was as S(VI), even without added ozone, indicating the 

presence of other oxidants, especially in new snow. 

Four N02 deposition experiments (average vd = 0.007 ern s-l), 

and one combined S02-N02 deposition experiment were conducted. Ozone, 

sunlight and S02 did not enhance N02 deposition; N02 and sunlight did 

not enhance S02 deposition. 

The deposition of S02 into a snowpack is modelled as an 

aqueous syste~, where the liquid water is considered to be present 

on snow grain surfaces. Gas transport into the snow, air-water 

partitioning, and aqueous-phase reactions are explicitly considered. 

Three oxidanb3 (Fe- or r-1n-catalyzed 02, 03' and H202) act to convert 

S(IV) to S(VI), acidify the film, and inhibit further S(IV) uptake. 

r·lodel calculations illustrate the primary importance of liquid-water 

mass fraction (Xm) and the secondary importance of oxidative reactions 



on 802 vd to snow. Model and experimental results are similar for 

assumed xm on the order of one percent. 

Experiments were also conducted on the incorporation of 802 

into ice depositing fran the vapor at -7 and -15°C. Remarkably, 

802 is captured in deposited ice at concentrations comparable to 

Henry's IJaw equilibrium with water at 0 DC. Ozone and HCHO appear 

to inhibit, not enhance, 802 capture. 

16 

An aqueous-film model accounting for the capture of 802 by 

depositing ice was developed. 8(IV) concentrations may be enhanced in 

the liquid-like layer on growing ice surfaces due to solute exclusion 

from the bulk ice and greatly-retarded diffusional transport from the 

ice/film interface, leading to significant incorporation into the ice 

despite low distribution coefficients. 

802 snow scavenging ratios may be comparable to sulfate 

scavenging ratios in the remote troposphere. 



CHAPTER 1 

INrRODUCTION 

Human interference in the sulfur and nitrogen cycles that 

link land, sea, and air can lead to acid precipitation. The produc

tion of 802 and NOx by mankind is principally due to fossil-fuel 

burning. The oxidation of these emissions, in either the gaseous or 

aqueous phase, leads to the formation of acids which can be removed 

from the air by precipitation. 

The oxidation and removal pathways are complex, ho~~ver. 

17 

OXidation can occur at any time from release to deposition. Removal 

of the heterogeneous mix of compounds resulting from partial oxida

tion of the original emissions can occur within clouds (by water 

droplets and ice crystals), below clouds (wet deposition by rain and 

snow), or at the earth's surface (by dry deposition). Many investiga

tions into the varied pathways of oxidation and removal have been 

launched in the past fifteen years, not only to understand the 

chemical and physical processes better, but also to help find accep

table ways to ste~ the advancing environmental degractation caused by 

acidification. 
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Given the gravity of concern about acid precipitation, 

and given the amount of snow and ice forming in clouds, falling 

as precipitation, and exposed on the earth's surface at any time, 

it is a surprise that so little work on heterogeneous chemical 

interactions between acidic trace gases and ice has been done. 

Because of snowmelt acidification, some attention has been devoted to 

the deposition of trace gases to snowcover. Virtually nothing is 

knovffi, however, about trace gas scavenging by snow and ice in clouds 

and falling as precipitation. This work focuses on heterogeneous 

ch~~ical interactions between sulfur dioxide and snow and ice, in the 

atmosphere and on the ground. 

1.1 Scavenging of Trace Gases 

and particles by SnO\v 

Several investigators have felt that trace-gas scavenging 

by falling snO\V could be important, due to the large surface areas 

of snowflakes and the possibility of incorporating adsorbed or 

dissolved gases into the ice (Junge, 1977; Slinn, 1983). Little work 

on the subject has been done, hovrever, for two reasons. 

Solutes are excluded from the ice-crystal structure in 

freezing aqueous solutions (Gross, 1968). By reasonable extension, lt 

might be assumed that the interaction of gases with ice should be very 

small. Second, the scavenging of soluble particles by falling snow 

appears efficient enough to explain much of the chemical burden 
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possessed by snow (Junge, 1977; Scott and Laulainen, 1979; :Barrie, 

1985). Researchers felt justified in directing their efforts toward 

understanding the microphysics of particle incorporation by snow and 

19noring, for the moment, trace-gas scavenging. 

1.1.1 Meteorological Studies 

Several means of expressing the efficiency of gas (or 

particle) removal fran the air have been derived. Two in particular 

are often used: ~\I, the scavenging ratio; and A, the scavenging 

coefficient. The scavenging ratio is a dimensionless unit giving the 

proportion of contaminant in precipitation to that in air, and is 

defined as: 

Xp 
vJ = __ P 

Xa (1.1) 

where Xp( ~g g-l) is the contaminant concentration in precipitation, 

Xa (~g m-3) is the contaminant concentration in air, and p (g m-3) 

is the average air density. The second measure, A(s-l), the scaveng-

ing coefficient, is the rate constant for the first-order removal of a 

species from the air, and is defined as: 

(1.2 ) 

where Xa(t)( ~g m-3) is the contaminant concentration at time t and 

Xao( ~g m-3) is the initial contaminant concentration. 

Very little work on gas scavenging by falling snow has been 

done. The measurements of Huebert et a1. (1983) indicated a large 

scavenging ratio for HN03 vapor (t\, = 5000), implying a high scavenging 
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coefficient ( A= 25xlO-5 s-l) for precipitation rates of :0.1 to 1.0 

rrrn hr-l rainfall equivalent. The apparently rapid uptake of HN03 

indicates that much of the nitrate captured by falling snow carnes from 

nitric acid. 

Summers (1977) estimated that the scavenging rate coefficient 

for S02 by unrimed snow \VOuld be: 

(1.3) 

where P (rrrn hr-l ) is the rainfall equivalent precipitation rate. 

Heavier, wetter snow might have a scavenging rate coefficient up to 

30 times higher, since the larger agglomerations and crystals associa

ted with wet snow would sweep out larger volumes. 

particle Scavenging. Sulfur dioxide easily oxidizes to 

sulfate, which is often found in the atmosphere as particles. Sulfate 

particles are hygroscopic and readily serve as cloud condensation 

nuclei (CCN) (Pruppacher and IUett, 1978). Cloud water will capture 

from 50 to 100% of the aerosol sulfate mass, primarily by nucleation 

(Scott and Laulainen, 1979; Hegg et al., 1984; Sievering et al., 

1984) • 

Large snow crystals, with diameters greater than 200 llm, can 

scavenge supercooled-water droplets in a process called riming. The 

small droplets freeze on contact. The aerosol mass of sulfate, 

trapped to a large extent in the cloud droplets, can enter precipita

tion by this process, which is called nucleation scavenging. 
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Rimed snowflakes contain many more particles, and much more 

aerosol mass than unrimed ones (Borys et al., 1983), suggesting that 

nucleation scavenging will dominate other means of capture under most 

conditions (Junge, 1977; Scott and Laulainen, 1979; Sievering et al., 

1984; Barrie, 1985). Murakami et al. (1981) and SUzuki (1987) 

suggest otherwise, however. Below-cloud scavenging of sulfate may 

dominate nucleation scavenging in certain situations. Rimed snow

flakes, by virtue of their larger size, may simply scavenge particles 

by impaction more efficiently. 

Scott (1981) has done some work indicating the sulfate 

scavenging ratio ~\1 for rimed snow (200-3000; avg. 1000) is an order of 

magnitude higher than that for unrimed snow (20-600; avg. 100). 

Davidson et ale (1987) found sulfate scavenging ratios of 

100-200 for winter (unrL~d) snowfalls and 200-400 for summer (rimed) 

sno~~alls at Dye 3 on the Greenland ice cap, supporting the contention 

that nucleation scavenging is the primary means of sulfate capture by 

snowfall. 

The scavenging coefficient A should be proportional to the 

precipitation rate, either directly (Summers, 1977; Slinn, 1977; 

Scott, 1932), or to some fractional power (Knutson and Stockham, 

1977). Huebert et ale (1983) measured the scavenging coefficient for 

both sulfate and nitrate particles in the atmosphere by snow (1 mm 

hr-l < p < 10 mm hr-l ), and found values for both of A = 5xlO-5 s-l, 

with too much scatter in the data to indicate any dependence on the 

precipitation rate. 



Snow will generally contain more N03-; and less S04=' than 

rain (Dasch, 1987). As a result, wet deposition of S04= (and to some 

extent N03-) will vary seasonally (Barrie and Vet, 1984). 

1.1.2 Glaciological Studies 

The possibility of trace-gas scavenging from the air has 

received only cursory attention from glaciologists (Hammer, 1985). 

Sulfate in arctic snmv is believed to derive from several sources: 
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"the oxidation of marine gaseous sulfur canpounds ((CH3) 2S and COS) to 

S02 and H2S04 prior to deposition (Delmas and Boutron, 1977; Delmas et 

al., 1982a), injection from the stratosphere of distant-volcanic 

sulfate (Delmas and Boutron, 1980), deposition from nearby volcanic 

sources (Radke, 1982; Maye\vski et al., 1987), and the input, perhaps 

modified by sea-ice extent, of weathered salts (Allen et al., 1985). 

Anthropogenic input is negilgible in Antarctica, but present in 

Greenland (Haye\VSki et al., 1986). Legrand and Delmas (1984) suggest 

that the higher sulfate in austral summer than winter snmvfall 

(Aristarain et al., 1982) could be due to enhanced photochemical 

oxidation of marine gaseous components. But deposition directly to 

the ice of the marine gaseous precursor components, or the S02 

intermediate, has been ignored. Oxidation to H2S04 is assumed to 

occur prior to deposition (Delmas et al., 1982b; Barrie 1985; Neftel 

et al., 1985). 
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1.2 Dry Deposition of Trace Gases to Snowcover 

The dry deposition of trace gases to snowcover has garnered 

considerably greater attention than trace-gas scavenging from the air, 

since deposition of acidic gases can easily exceed deposition of 

acidic particles. Deposit:i.on velocity vd(em s-l) is defined by the 

following equation: 

F 
(1.4 ) 

where F(g em-2 s-l) is the flux of an atmospheric species to the snow 

surface, C(zr) (g em-3) is the concentration of the species in air at 

a reference height (usually 1 m), and C(zd) (g em-3) is the species 

concentration in air at the mass siru( (often zero). Some values of 

deposition velocity, most 11' for S02, obtained by various workers are 

given in Table 1.1. Considerable disagreement is apparent. 

Whelpdale and Shaw (1974) measured differences in S02 

concentration at 2 and 8 m above snow. Deposition velocities were 

derived from micrometeorological theory and gave 0.05 - 1.6 em s-l for 

stable and unstable conditions, respectively. 

Barrie and ~valmsley (1978) made one determination of deposit

ion velocity (0.25 ± 0.20 em s-l) and calculated 40 others based on 

S02 concentrations determined from a climatological dispersion model. 

They obtained a geometric mean deposition velocity of 0.3-0.4 em s-l. 
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Table 1.1. Deposition Velocities for Acidic Trace Gases to Snowcover 

Boundary 
vd Layer Temp. 

Reference Gas (em s-l) Stability ( °C) 

Whelpdale and 8now 8°2 0.05 stable 
(1974) 0.52 neutral 

1.6 unstable 

Dovland and Eliassen 8°2 0.1 stable 
(1976) low winds 

Barrie and Walmsley 8°2 0.3-0.4 neutral or 
(1978) unstable 

Gravenhorst and BOttger N02 ::: 0.015 
(1983) 

Granat and Johansson 8°2 ::: 0.1 < -3 
(1983) > 0.1 > -3 

NO& < 0.03 
NOx (nil) 

Cadle et ale 802 0.15 > -3 
(1985) 0.06 < -3 

HN03 1.4 
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Dovland and Eliassen (1976) measured sulfate accumulated in 

snow and 8°42- and 802 in the air 2 m above the surface. A deposition 

velocity for 802 of 0.1 em s-l was inferred under stable conditions 

and low wind speed. 

Gravenhorst and BOttger (1983) measured the deposition of N02 

(10-50 ppbv) to a lawn covered by snow using a chamber method. 

Deposition velocities were below 0.015 em s-l; the highest values were 

associated with melting snow. 

Granat and Johansson (1983) used a chamber method similar to 

the one in Chapter 2, but determined deposition from the difference 

bet~reen inlet and outlet concentrations. They found an uptake of 802 

corresponding to a deposition velocity of ~ 0.1 em s-l. Deposition 

of N02 and NO was negligible. 

Cadle et ale (1985) conducted a field study in northern 

Michigan based on weekly dry-deposition measurements and two 48- and 

one 72-hour atmospheric samples per week. They reported an average 

802 deposition velocity of 0.15 em s-l for snow with an appreciable 

exposure time above -3°C, and 0.06 em s-l for samples that remained 

below -3°C. HN03 deposition velocities averaged 1.4 em s-l. 

The authors of these papers have offered explanations as to 

the variability measured in 802 deposition velocities. Whelpdale and 

8haw (1974) and Dovland and Eliassen (1976) found results indicating 

that the more stable the atmosphere, the lower the deposition velo

city, implying a dominance of aerodynamic resistance to surface 

resistance for mass transfer. Granat and Johansson (1983) and 

especially Cadle et ale (1985) suggest liquid water in the snow is 
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the major determinant of what the deposition veloci"ty for S02 will be. 

Informed judgement about which effect is dominant is difficult, due 

to the lack of data on S02 deposition. 

1.2.1 Snrnvpack Evolution and Acid Shock 

Snowpack chemistry can change with time, due to melting and 

the elution of ions, and dry and wet deposition (Schemenauer et al., 

1985; Reynolds, 1983; Brimblecombe et al., 1985). Hicrobiological 

decay and the dissolution of organic debris can cause acidity reduc

tion (Jones and Sochanska, 1985). The dry deposition of small 

particles (Ibrahim et al., 1983), or large soil particles of local 

origin (Popp et al., 1982; Shewchuk, 1985) can also affect the acidity 

of snow, as can the deposition of trace gases like S02' 

As snovlpacks !Tel t, in the spring or during occasional thaws, 

much of the chemical burden of the snow is quickly released. The 

rapid release of inorganic ionic species, particularly ~, is called 

"acid shock," due to the fact that the H+ concentration can be two to 

five times greater than the average sno\~elt concentration (Johanne

ssen et al., 1977; Cadle et al., 1984; Tsiouris et al., 1985). 

The release of ionic species is sudden in part because most of the 

chemical species are located on or near the surface of the snow 

grains, where melting first occurs. Some experimental data are 

collected in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Experimental WOrk on Acid Shock from Melting Snowpacks 

Reference 

Haapala et al. (1975) 

Johannessen and Henricksen 
(1978) 

Hornbeck et al. (1977) 

Skartveit and Gjessing 
(1979 ) 

Johannes et al. (1931) 

Colbeck (1981) 

Cadle et ale (1984) 

Morris and Thomas (1985) 

Tsiouris et al. (1985) 

Stanley (1987) 

Nature of Study; r'El twater Ion 
Concentrations (C) 

Acidification of streams. 

C in first 30% of melt is 2-2.5 times 
C in snawpack; in very first fractions 
C may be 5 ti.i12S C in snowpacJ>:. 

C for }~ is 33 ~eq/l in first 20% of 
melt; 21 ~eq/l in last 80%. 

C for S04= and Cl- 2-5 times higher 
in early melt than C in snowpack. 

40-52% ~, 50-61% N03-' and 66-83% 
S04= lost in first 21-35% of melt. 

Salted snowpack. Initial C's for salt 
5 tLleS bulk sno~?ack C. 

50% of acids in first 20% of snowmelt. 

Three-fold increase of dissolved load 
occurs at spring snowmelt start in 
Scottish upland strea~. 

Diurnal cycle; H+, S04= and N03- C's 
peak at 4-6 times snowpack C around 
noon; Cl- elutes later, with C 2-3 
times snowpack C. 

Initial C's for 504=, N03-, and HS03-
were 3, 1, and 5 times snowpack bulk 
concentrations. 
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Ions will elute from snowpacks preferentially (Davies et al., 

1982; Tsiouris et al., 1985; Tranter et al., 1986 and 1987). Brimble

combe et ale (1985) suggest the following order of elution: 

S04=, N03-, NH4+, ~, Ca2+, Mg2+, ~, Na+, Cl-. 

Chromatographic effects (Tranter et al., 1986) and the distribution 

of the chemical species in the snowpack (Colbeck, 1981; Stanley, 

1987) may be important in determining meltwater ion concentrations 

and the order of elution. 

1. 3 Liquid \vater in Snowpacks and 

the Liquid-Like Layer on Ice Surfaces 

The presence of liquid (or liquid-like) water in snow may be 

crucial in determining the extent of interaction between trace gases 

and snow and ice. At 0 0 C, of course, liquid water can be present in 

snowpacl~s. Trace gases in the atmosphere can diffuse into the 

snowpacks and then dissolve and react in the liquid water. Below 0 

°c, the presence of liquid water requires explanation. 

The high DC conducti vi ty of polar ice compared to pure ice 

indicates that concentrated, conductive solutions are located in thin 

veins between grains in the polar ice at temperatures well below 0 0 C. 

The liquid may be found at two-grain boundaries (Maccagnan and Duyal, 

1982), or more likely, at three-grain boundaries, due to thermodynamic 

considerations and the freezing-point (eutectic) of concentrated 

solutions (Glen et al., 1977; Colbeck, 1979; ~\blff and Paren, 1984). 
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It is not likely that intergranular solutions will:interact 

strongly with trace gases in the air, because of their isolation and 

small exposed area. Liquid water in seasonal snowpacks that is 

accessible to the air may be present, however, in fillets on the 

shoulders of 'two- and three-grain clusters (Colbeck, 1979). Trace gas 

interactions with this liquid water might be expected. 

Even at temperatures well below a DC, ice surfaces may be 

coated with a thin, liquid-like film that may be of importance in 

trace gas/snml che.llical interactions. A canpilation of relevant data, 

much of it culled fram reviews by Jellinek (1967) and Nenow (1984), 

can be found in Table 1.3. 

1.4 Goals of this v~rk 

The goal of this work is to shed light on heterogeneous 

chemical interactions between sulfur dioxide and snow and ice. This 

work is divided into four areas: 

I. Laboratory investigations of the deposition of 502 (as well 

as N02) to snow, in the presence (or absence) of 03, under melting as 

well as frozen conditions, for various lengths of time. 

II. Modelling efforts to interpret the laboratory experiments 

concerning 502 deposition to snow. 

III. A study of 502 uptake by an ice surface growing (or sub-
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Table 1.3. Experimental and Theoretical Evidence for the Presence of 
a Liquid-Like Layer on Ice SUrfaces ( b.T = tempera-
ture below a °C in °C). 

Reference 

Weyl (195l) 

Nakaya and Matsumoto 
(1954) 

Hosler et ale (1957) 

Fletcher (1962) 

Fletcher (1968) 

Orem and Adamson 
(1969) 

Kvlividze et al. 
(1974) 

Nason and Fletcher 
(1975) 

Valeri and Montovani 
(1978) 

Golecki and Jaccard 
(1978) 

Nature of Study; Depth of Layer (d) 

Surface energy reduction by formation 
of a double layer of charge. 

Temperature dependence of cohesion of 
ice spheres fran -0.5 to -16 ° C. 

TB~erature dependence of adhesion of 
ice spheres from 0 to -25°C. 
Adhesion was strongly affected by 
humidity. 

Theoretical thermodynamic calculations 
d = 2.8 log [ (4 0/ b. T) . - 0.4] run. 

Theoretical thermodynamic calculations 
d = (2 to 5) - 2.5 log ( b.T) nm. 

Isosteric heats of adsorption change 
at T ~ -35°C to resemble those of 
liquid water. 

Narrow ~ffi spectroscopic signals in 
bubbly ice due to mobile water mole
cules. 

UV photoemission threshold of 1950±50 
A for water and ice; OH- ions respon
sible for photoactivity. 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 
measured by means of strain gauges. 

Rutherford backscattering of 100 keV 
protons fran the basal face of ice 
crystals. Nenow (1984) suggests, 
however, that surf ace disorder on 
basal face may not be quasi-liquid 
layer. 
d = (94±17) - (54±14) log ( b.T) run. 



Table 1.3.--Continued 

Reference 

Nenow and Stoyanova 
(1979) 

Beaglehole and Nason 
(1980) 

Kuroda and Lacmann 
(1982) 

Sommerfeld and Lamb 
(1986) 

Furuka\va et al. (1987) 

Kuroda (1987) 

Fukuta (1987) 

Mizuno and Hanafusa 
(1987) 
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Nature of Study; Depth of Layer (d) 

Rounded regions of ice growing on the 
basal faces of ice crystals depositing 
from the vapor near 0 0 c. 

Ellipsometric study of reflected light 
d = 10 run at -20 0 C on prism face; 
undetectable on basal face. 

Theoretical study based on the growth 
kinetics of ice crystals in the vapor. 

Adsorption of S02 on ice spheres. 

Ellipsometric study; temperature of 
appearance of guasiliguid layer 
different on basal face ( ~ -2 °C) 
than prismatic face ( ~ -4 ° C) • 
d is strongly dependent on tempera
ture. 

Theoretical thermodynamic study. 

Theoretical study; layer due to 
pressure-melting. d = 1. 5 V( b. T) 11111. 

Pulsed NI'-m. study of small ic,:: parti
c1es < 150 ~m diameter. 



liming) by the deposition of water vapor, and an interpretation of 

the data& 

IV. M:>delling efforts to interpret the laboratory e~eriments 
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on the S02 content of ice grown from the vapor, including implications 

for precipitation scavenging and dry deposition to snow of 502. 

I'-1uch of the work in Chapters 2 and 3 has already appeared in the open 

scientific literature (Valdez et al., 1987; Bales et al., 1987). 
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CHAPTER 2 

GASEOUS DEPOSITION OF S02 AND N02 'ID SNOWPACKS: 

EXPERIMENI'AL STUDY 

The dry deposition of S02 (or N02) is a multi-step process 

involving the transport of gas to the snow-air interface, transport 

into the snowpack, absorption by the snow, and oxidation to form 

sulfate (or nitrate). Both chemical and physical steps will influence 

uptake of L,e gas. The extent of accumulation should therefore depend 

on the nature of the snow (e. g ., wet vs. dry, metamorphosed or 

new-fallen) and the presence of oxidants. vlith N02 there is also 

G,e possibility that sunlight might playa role as well. 

The purpose of the work described in this chapter is to eluci

date the physical and chemical interactions affecting the uptake 

of S02 (and N02) by snow. Specifically, the influences of ozone, 

illumination, temperature and exposure time on deposition velocity are 

investigated; experimentally in this chapter, theoretically in the 

next. 
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201 Methods 

2.101 Study Site 

The study was undertaken at the Fort Valley research station 

of the U. S. Forest Service near Flagstaff, Arizona at an elevation of 

2250 mo The weather during the study period--December 1985 through 

March, 1986--was mild. About half of the experiments were performed 

on snO\\T from an early winter storm (November, 1985). Several smaller 

storms in February and March deposited fresh snow. Nighttime tempera

tures throughout the period were generally -3°C to -12°C; daytime 

highs were often in the 8 to 12°C range. 

2.1.2 Experimental Procedure 

Snovv \\Tas exposed to S02 in a 15 em diameter by 19 em deep 

(4 L) pyrex beaker; the lip had been removed and the edge thickened 

and ground flat. A fused quartz window set into the gas-tight teflon 

cover allowed the transmission of visible and ultraviolet light (95% 

transmittance down to 240 nm). This reaction vessel was set into an 

insulated ice chest fitted with a heat exchanger and a fan. A 

constant temperature (± 0.1 ° C in the absence of sunlight) was 

maintained by circulating cooling fluid from an external refrigeration 

unit through copper coils lining the inside of the ice chest. A 

Plexiglas UVT window allowing 95 percent transmittance of ultraviolet 

light down to 240 nm was set into the top of the ice chest 0 Air was 
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pumped by means of a stainless-steel bellows pump through the reactor 

at 3 L min-I, ensuring good mixing above the snow surface without 

affecting diffusional transport into the snow. The air was drawn from 

the atmosphere through a large snow filter (to remove particles and 

reactive gases) and passed through a temperature and humidity equili

bration system consisting of copper coils and a glass-wool filter 

immersed in snow outside the ice chest, and a copper chamber and coil 

within 'ite Ozone content of this air was undetectable. S02, 03 

and/or N02 gas at 2-12 ml min-l were added to the air stream near the 

reactor inlet. Two different S02 sources were used. The first was a 

bisulfite solution through which N2 gas was bubbled; the second was a 

24 ppmv pressurized tank of S02 in N2 (Matheson). The N02 ,source was 

a 36 ppmv pressurized tank in N2 (Matheson). Ozone was produced by 

passing dry compressed air through an ultraviolet ozone generator. A 

schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 

2.1. 

Snow, generally below ° 0 C, was collected from 5-15 em below 

the snowpack surface, broken up, and sifted through a 3 x 4.5 mm mesh 

screen to obtain a homogeneous starting material. A snow lifter 

consisting of a round Plexiglas plate with two stainless-steel rods 

was placed into the precooled reactor. The snow was then placed into 

the reactor, the lid sealed, and the gas streams attached. 

At the end of an experiment (6 to 12 hr), a 10 em square 

Plexiglas snow sampler (Figure 2.2) was pushed into the snow. Upon 

removal from the reactor with the snow lifter, the snow within 
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Figure 2.1. Experimental setup. 
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Figure 2.2. Snow sampler (not to scale: the snow sampler was taller 
and had more dividers). 
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the snow sampler was sectioned into one-, two-, or three~ cuts. 

Samples were transferred to polyethylene beakers, melted, filtered 

(2.5 em di~Bter Millipore SMWP 02500 5.0 ~m pore-size syringe 

filters) and analyzed for anion composition. Same cation measurements 

were also made. A total of 48 S02 and 4 N02 deposition experiments, 

plus one simultaneous S02/N02 deposition experiment, were carried out. 

2.1.3 Physical Properties of the Snow 

The density of the snow prepared for fumigation was determined 

gravimetrically. ~\1eights of three snow samples in cylinders of known 

volume (100 ern3) were averaged to obtain the snow density for a given 

run. r12asured density reflected snow age and degree of metamorphism. 

Snow falling at temperatures near 0 °C had densities ranging from 

0.15 to 0.22 g em-3• Densities of snow falling at colder tempera

tures « -2.0 °C) were around 0.08 to 0.10 g em-3• Snow which had 

fallen two months prior to the experiments was well metamorphosed, 

with rounded grains of 0.5 to 1 mrn diameter and with densities of 0.36 

to 0.45 g em-3 (average 0.4 g em-3). During wann days (+5 to +10 °C), 

which often followed a snowfall during the study period, snow density 

rapidly increased as metamorphism and melting occurred. 

The liquid water content and the permeability of certain snow 

samples were taken, but the data will not be treated here; readers are 

referred to Stanley (1987) for details. 
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2.1.4 Analytical Methods 

Anion concentrations were determined, generally within two to 

four hours of sample collection, using a Dionex QIC ion chromatograph. 

Detection limits were 5 ppb for N02-, 8 ppb for S042-, 12 ppb for 

N03-' and 15 ppb for HS03-. Some cation concentrations were measured 

in selected samples using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 

S02 in the feed gas (prior to dilution with air) was measured 

by trapping in 15 ml of NaOH to which a few drops of 3 percent H202 

had been added. Sulfate was determined by ion chromatography after 

heating the solution to boiling to destroy remaining H202. Ozone 

concentrations in inlet and outlet air streams were measured using a 

Dasibi lOO3-AH analyzer. At the end of this experiment the ozone 

analyzer was calibrated against a standard analyzer. The N02 concen

tration in the feed gas was t~(en to be that reported by the vendor 

(r.1atheson) • 

The pH was measured with an Al tex 071 meter and Radiometer 

combination electrode. The pH of all samples, both before and after 

gas upt~e was in the range 5.0-5.5, since ionic concentrations in the 

total meltwater were small. 
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2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Presentation of Results 

The results for the S02 deposition runs are divided into three 

major categories, with a further division into eight groups, based on 

the conditions of the experiment. These divisions and groupings are: 

Division A: No sunlight, T < ° °C 

Group 1: Low-density new snow, no 03' T ::::::: -2°C 

Group 2: Lo\'l-density new snow, with 03, T ::::::: -2°C 

Group 3: Older snow, no 03' T ::::::: -2°C 

Group 4: Other low-temperature 

Division B: No sunlight, T ::::::: ° °C 

Group 5: Older snow 

Group 6: Low-density new snow 

Division C: vhth sunlight 

experiments 

Group 7: Surface melting, T < -2°C, little or no 

draining 

Group 8: Surface melting and considerable draining, 

T ::::::: a °C. 

Concentrations of S (IV) and S (VI) (above background) are shO\m 

as dark and light bars, respectively, in the following depth concen

tration profiles. Background S042- concentrations in the snow were 

generally in the range of 50 to 360 ppb (as S02), with a median of 155 



ppb. Bisulfite backgrounds were negligible. In some profiles, small 

positive or negative errors (± 10 ppb) resulted fran imperfect 

compensation for the background sulfate. Errors in background 

sulfate correction are occasionally revealed as negative above-

background sulfate concentrations in the following depth profiles. 

Surface deposition velocities were calculated from total uptake of 

sulfur per unit surface area per unit time, divided by the mean S02 

concentration above the snow. 

2.2.2 Division A Results: 

No Sunlight, T < ° °c 
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The experimental results for the four groups in Division A are 

given in Table 2.1. 

Group 1: Low-Density New Snow, No 03, T ::::: -2°C. Eight runs 

fell in this category. 802 concentrations in seven runs were 20-42 

ppbv, for the eighth it was 92 ppbv. The profiles are shown in Figure 

2.3. Sections of 2 em rather than 1 em vertical increment were often 

required to produce a sample large enough for ion-chromatograph 

injection, due to the low density of the snow. Penetration of sulfur 

after 6 hours was about 7 em. An average of over 90 percent of the 

uptaJ<:e was as S(VI), despite the lack of added ozone, clearly 

demonstrating that other oxidants are readily available in this type 

of snow. ~~en S02 concentration was increased to 92 ppbv, the 

profile was steeper and 13 percent of the sulfur taken up was found 
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Table 2.1 Division A Experimental Results: No Sunlight, T < O°C. 

Snow 
Exper
iment 

Dura
tion, 
hours 

S02,a 
ppbv 

°3' 
ppbv 

Temper
ature, 

°C 
Age, Sp. vd, %Oxi
days Grav. ern s-l dizedb 

2-04A 
2-05A 
2-06A 
2-08A 
2-09A 
2-10A 
2-1lA 
2-16A 

3-09A 
3-12A 

2-2lA 
2-26A 
3-02A 
3-03A 
3-12B 

1-04B 
1-05A 
1-05B 
1-06A 
1-08A 

IDw-Density New Snow, No 03' T ~ -2°C 
6.0 27.5/27.0 0 -2.4 =r 0.11 0.075 95 
6.1 22.5/27.4 0 -2.4 2 0.16 0.058 100 
6.1 24.8/30.6 0 -2.1 0 0.10 0.067 87 
6.1 43.2/30.8 0 -2.2 2 0.16 0.038 81 
6.0 15.2/23.8 0 -2.2 1 0.07 0.058 97 
6.1 31.0/20.3 0 -1.9 1 0.08 0.039 95 
6.0 37.5/46.2 0 -2.0 2 0.14 0.031 93 
6.0 98.9/84.5 0 -2.4 1 0.33 0.043 87 

Low-Density New Snow with 03, T ~ -2°C 
6.0 77.1/35.0 142 -2.0 1 0.21 0.025 96 
6.0 83.0/84.2 142 -2.0 2 0.20 0.046 100 

5.8 
6.4 

12.0 
11.0 
12.1 

5.6 
6.8 

12.3 
11.3 
10.4 

O_1_d_e_r_Sn=-o_w-:.,,_No_-::o0,3' T ~ -2 
79n6/75.6 0 -3.4 6 
79.7/81.2 0 -2.3 11 

83.7 0 -2.3 102 
83.7/78.8 0 -2.3 103 
84.2/78.7 0 -2.0 112 

°C 
0.39 
0.40 
0.41 
0.44 

Other Low-Temperature Experiments 

0.025 
0.028 
0.015 
0.012 
0.020 

159.5 106 -1.5 45 0.42 0.046 
27.2 0 -1.0 46 0.38 0.021 

27.2/33.6 34 -1.0 46 0.37 0.048 
33.6 0 -1.0 47 0.39 0.098 
19.6 0 -6.0 49 0.36 0.058 

69 
81 
89 
41 
73 

90 
69 
71 
85 
89 

a Two numbers indicate before/after measurements; S02 bubbler source 
used through 2-12A; tank of S02/N2 used subsequently. 

b Percent of uptake present as S(VI). 
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Figure 2.3. Group 1 (Di v. A): Low-density new snow, no 03, 
T '" -2 °C. S(IV) concentrations are indicated by 
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as S(IV). Low-density runs do not often present a steep profile, 

due to the ease with which S02 can penetrate high-porosity·snrn.,r. The 

exception among these runs, 2-l6A, is due to the higher specific 

gravity of the snow ( PB = 0.33) than for the other runs (average PB 

= 0.12). The mean deposition velocity for this group of eight runs 

was 0.051 ± 0.016 em s-l. 

, Group 2: Lo\V'-Density Nevi Snow, with 03, T ~ -2°C. The 

addition of 140 ppbv ozone produced little effect other than the 

elimination in virtually all samples of any S(IV). OVer 98 percent of 

the uptake was as S(VI). Profiles of the two runs are given in Figure 

2.4. Both S02 concentrations and snrnV' densities were highe,r than for 

the previous group, and deposition velocities slightly lower, but 

within the normal range of variations. Penetration was unchanged. 

This absence of a major effect of added ozone, other than the 

essentially complete oxidation of S(IV), was found throughout this 

study. 

Group 3: Older Snow, No 03, T ~ -2°C. Five runs fell in 

this category. The rate of S02 uptake was considerably decreased in 

metamorphosed snow, perhaps as a result of decreased surface area for 

absorption; a slight increase of penetration distance is evident. S02 

concentrations in these five runs were about twice those for the first 

group of experiments. The profiles are shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4. Group 2 (Div. A): Low-density new snow, with 03, T ",-2 
o c. S (IV) concentrations are indicated by the dark bars, 
S(VI) concentrations (above background) by the white 
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In this series, two runs were made over six hours and three 

over ten to tv~lve hours. The snow for the longer runs was also older 

( > 2 roo. vs. 1-2 wk.), but this was not thought to be very important; 

density, air permeability, and morphology ~e similar for both types. 

A lower deposition velocity was obtained for the longer experiments: 

0.016 em s-l vs. 0.027 em s-l for the six-hour runs. The difference 

is believed to be due partly to an inherent decline of 802 deposition 

velocity with time (see next chapter). 

Some 8(IV} "vas present in all five profiles; chemical 

conditions in aged sn~v are apparently less favorable for oxidation 

than in freshly-fallen snOH. The complete oxidation of the top 

section in 2-21A and 3-02A hints at an air-transported oxidant such 

as H202. The overall average deposition velocity to snow in this 

category was 0.020 ± 0.007 em s-l. 

Group 4: Other Low-Temperature Experiments. This set of five 

runs, shown in Figure 2.6, represent the first runs done during this 

study. The profile 1-06A is not steep because snow from different 

levels was mixed during strenuous efforts to sample the snow, which 

had frozen during the experiment into a resistant bloc]~. The profiles 

do not extend very deep because the necessity of deep sampling had not 

yet become evident. The decline of deposition velocity with run 

duration is not evident from these runs as it was for the runs in 

Group 3. The top section in 1-04B displays a remarkably high sulfur 

content. 
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2.2.3 Division B Results: 

No Sunlight, T::::: 0 °c 

Eleven runs fell in this category, nine for old snow and two 

for new. The experimental results for these two groups are given in 

Table 2.2. 
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Group 5: Older Snow. Profiles for the nine old-snow 

experiments are shown in Figure 2.7. Penetration into the snow was 

only about four centimeters after 6 or 11 hours versus seven centi

meters for snow at -2°C. There was appreciable S(IV) present (15-75 

percent of total uptake) and deposition velocities were significantly 

increased, averaging 0.073 ± 0.054 em s-l for these nine runs. The 

snow for these experiments was noticeably wet, but the absence of 

sulfur in the bottom section indicates draining had not yet become 

significant. Because of the absence of illumination, the liquid 

water content should be roughly constant with depth. There was a mild 

tendency for the deposition velocity to decrease with increasing S02 

concentration. Although the longer runs did have below-average 

upt~(es, no significant time-dependence could be distinguished; it was 

masked by the higher variability among these wet-snow cases. The 

results are much as would be expected for snow with relatively small 

oxidant concentration (as found earlier for old snow) and high liquid

water content. The deposition velocity to old snow is over three 

times higher at 0 °C than it was at -2°C (0.07 vs. 0.02 em s-l). 
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Table 2.2 Division B Experimental Results: No SUnlight, T ~ 0 DC. 

Dura- Temper- Snow 
Exper- tion, S02,a °3' ature,b Age, Sp. vd, % 0Xi-
iment hours ppbv ppbv °c days Grav. em s-l dizecF 

Older Snow, T :::::: 0 °c 
1-07A 9.1 20.3 0 -0.5 48 0.39 0.088 63 
1-09B 10.5 41.3/32.4 0 +0.2 50 0.42 0.017 27 
2-02A 6.0 30.0/17.9 0 -0.1 74 0.37 0.20 59 
2-28B 6.0 80.0 0 0.0 3 0.41 0.063 66 
2-24A 6.0 70.9/70.0 0 -0.1 9 0.38 0.093 39 
2-25A 6.0 75.3/83.0 0 -0.1 10 0.40 0.059 64 
3-05A 10.0 81.8/83.7 0 +0.2 105 0.40 0.043 32 
3-05B 11.3 83.8/83.2 0 +0.2 107 0.42 0.027 43 
3-07A 6.0 74.0/86.4 0 +0.2 0.42 0.063 85 

Low-Density New Snow, T:::::: 0 °c 
2-03A 6.0 30.1/26.7 0 -2.6 2 0.18 0.23 96 

(-3.2:+2.8) 
2-l7A 6.0 80.7/91.2 0 -0.2 2 0.27 0.071 89 

a Two numbers indicate before/after measurements; S02 bubbler source 
used through 2-l2A; tank of S02/N2 used subsequently. 

b Average temperature and range (in parentheses). 
c Percent of upt~ce present as S(VI). 
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Figure 2.7. Group 5 (Div. B): Older snow, T '" 0 °e. S(IV) concen
trations are indicated by the dark bars, S(VI) concentra
tions (above background) by the white bars. 
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Figure 2.7.--Continued. 
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Group 6: Law-Densi ty New Snow. The two experiments on new 

snow at 0 °c gave somewhat similar results; the S(IV) \...ras lower, 

however, as expected from the previous discussion, and the deposition 

velocity slightly higher, presumably as a result of the higher surface 

area (Figure 2.8). 

2.2.4 Division C Results: With Sunlight 

The experimental results for the two groups in Division C are 

given in Table 2.3. 

Group 7: Surface ~Elting, T ~ -2°C, Little or No Draining. 

Nine runs fell in this category, of which seven were with old snow. 

Efforts were made to maintain reactor tB~eratures as cold as pos

sible, but the intensity of sunlight falling on the reactor, the 

generally warm temperatures outside the insulated ice chest, and 

occasional winds conspired to allow reactor temperatures to reach 

o °C. Snow surface temperatures were high enough to allow melting in 

these runs, but the colder temperatures elsewhere in the reactor 

prevented much draining from occurring, as would have been revealed 

by high sulfur concentrations in the bottom section (see Group 8). 

The profiles are shown in Figure 2.9. Uptake in the surface layers 

was high, but at the expense of the lower layers. S(IV) was observed 

in one run even at nearly 300 ppb ozone when S02 was elevated. In 

general, however, over 90 percent of the sulfur was found as S(VI). 

The deposition velocity in these nine runs averaged 
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Figure 2.8. Group 6 (Div. B): Low-density new snow, T = 0 °C. s(rv) 
concentrations are indicated by the dark bars, S(VI) 
concentrations (above background) by the white bars. 
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Table 2.3 Division C Experimental Results: With SUnlight. 

-'" .... 

Dura- Ternper- Snow 
Exper- tion, S02,a °3' ature,b Age, Sp. vd, %0Xi-
iment hours ppbv ppbv °C days Grav. em s-l dizedc 

Surface Meltin~, Cold Temperature, 
1-14A 6.0 68.4/116.4 0 -7.2 

Little or No Draining 
55 0.42 0.035 100 

(-8.5:-3.6) 
1-19A 6.1 124.6/120.9 57-90 -4.8 60 0.40 0.036 64 

(-5.7:-3.8) 
1-20A 6.1 101.2/71.8 62-84 -2 61 0.43 0.055 88 

(-4:+0.5) 
1-2lA 6.1 89.1/94.1 226-303 -8 62 0.40 0.055 95 

(-10.1:-6.6) 
1-22A 6.1 185.1/94.1 230-289 -5.4 63 0.041 96 

(-7.5:-2.0) 
1-23A 6.1 114.1/93.2 297 -2.5 64 0.39 0.064 92 

(-3.4:-1.3) 
1-24A 6.1 152.8/142.0 71 -5.8 65 0.40 0.066 91 

(-8.4:-4.8) 
2-12A 6.1 4.4/18.3 0 -4.3 3 0.24 0.12 95 

(-6.1:-2.6) 
3-13A 6.0 76.9/80.1 168 ··9 2 0.18 0.054 100 

(-13.3:-5.6) 

Surface r·1elting and Draining 
1-09A 6.5 44.1/41. 3 0 -1 56 0.41 0.15 68 

(-3:+1) 
I-lOA 6.7 32.5 5-311 +1.8 51 0.40 0.14 90 

(-2.2:+3.8) 
l-llA 6.3 12.5/29.1 67-122 -0.8 52 0.39 0.41 87 

(-3.5: 0) 
1-12A 6.3 122.5/46.1 0 +0.9 53 0.40 0.22 71 

(-0.5:+1.8) 
1-18A 6.0 83.1/52.0 0 -3 59 0.42 0.061 45 

(-7.8:-1.6) 
2-14A 6.2 95.7 0 -2.2 5 0.37 0.031 92 

(-3.7:-1. 7) 
3-20A 6.3 81. 9/76.1 82 -9.5 3 0.20 0.049 100 

(-13.3:-5.6) 
3-2lA 6.1 68.0/75.4 0 -8 4 0.25 0.095 87 

(-12.1:-2.4) 



Footnotes for Table 2.3. 

a Two numbers indicate before/after measurements ~ 502 bubbler source 
used through 2-l2A~ tank of S02/N2 used subsequently. 

b For experiments with sunlight, average temperature and range (in 
parentheses) away from direct sunlight: snow temperature was 0 0 c. 

C Percent of uptake present as S(VI}. 
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Figure 2.9. Group 7 (Div. C): Surface melting, T S -2°C, little or 
no draining. S (IV) concentrations are indicated by the 
dark bars, S(VI) concentrations (above background) by the 
white bars. 
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Figure 2.9.--Continued. 



0.058 ± 0.026 em s-l, which is.more than double the value for the 

case of old sub-zero snrn~ with no illumination (and no melting). The 

value is somewhat lower than that for old snow at 0 °C (without 

sunlight), but the difference is small. 
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Group 8: Surface M=lting and Considerable Drainin3' T ~ 0 °C. 

Eight runs filled this category. The presence of draining was 

revealed by a significant accumulation of S(VI), and in some cases 

S(IV), in the bottom of the reactor. The profiles are shown in 

Figure 2.10. Deposition velocities are typically high, averaging 

0.14 ± 0.12 em s-l. M21ting and receding of snow occurred primarily 

at contact points between the snow and the rods of the snow lifter, 

and along the walls of the reactor. Some draining may have occurred 

along these channels, raG~er than through the snow itself. The 

depth-averaged liquid-water contents ranged from 0.1 to 0.3 (mass 

fraction) i variations with depth were apparent, however, with high 

liquid-water content snow primarily at the bottom of the reactor. 

Surface melting and draining can occur rapidly enough to deplete not 

only the depositing sulfur from the surface snow, but the background 

sulfate as well, as is evident from the l-09A profile. Melting with 

draining permits the removal of contaminated liquid water from the 

snowpack surface before an appreciable resistance to S02 deposition 

due to acidification can develop, exposing fresh, uncontaminated 

snow-grain surfaces in the process. t1elting \~th draining is probably 
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Figure 2.10. Group 8 (Di v. C): Surface melting and considerable 
draining, T :: 0 0 c. s (IV) concentrations are indicated 
by the dark bars, S (VI) concentrations (above back
grotll1d) by the white bars. 
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the most significant process by which S02 deposition can be enhanced 

on snowpacks. 

2.2.5 N02 Deposition Results 
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Deposition velocities for N02 were about one order of magni

tude smaller than for S02 (Table 2.4). Despite the presence of 

meltwater and the addition of 03' the deposition velocity of N02 to 

snow is about one order of magnitude less than that reported for HN03 

at comparable concentrations and temperatures (Johansson and Granat, 

1986). Nitrogen in the snow was found primarily as nitrate (Figure 

2.11). In the absence of draining (Figure 2.lla) the profiles showed 

deep penetration of ~U2 into the snowpack, as would be expected for a 

gas that has little interaction with the ice. In the presence of 

UV-bearing sunlight, deposition velocity increased by about a factor 

of two. Because there was SQ~ draining (Figure 2.11 c,d), it is 

likely this increase can be attributed to melting and not to photon-

initiated reactions. 

2.2.6 Simultaneous S02 and N02 Deposition 

It is plausible that N02 can act as an oxidant for S02 in 

aqueous solution (Lee and Schwartz, 1983). A test whether N02 could 

oxidize and perhaps enhance S02 deposition to snow was made by 

simultaneously passing S02 and N02 over low-density new snow. The 502 

and N02 uptake profiles are s110wn in Figure 2012; experimental 

conditions are given in Table 2.5. No particular enhancement of S02 
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Table 2.4 Experimental Results for N02 Deposition 

Dura- Temper- Snow 
Exper- tion, N02, 031 ature,a Age, Sp. vd, % Qxi-
iment hours ppbv ppbv °C days Grav. em s-l dizedb 

3-l7B 6.1 300 117 -1.7 0 0.15 0.0059 
3-l8A 6.1 300 121 0.0 1 0.14 0.0047 
3-l9Ac 6.0 310 147 -6.5 2 0.20 0.013 

3-22Ac ( - 2.8: -11. 4 ) 
6.5 330 147 -3.0 5 0.25 0.011 

(-2.3:-4.2) 

a For experiments wfEh sunlight, average temperature and range (in 
parentheses) away from direct sunlight; snow surface temperature 
was 0 °C. 

b Percent of uptake present as N(V)o 
c vJi th sunlight. 
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Figure 2.11. Profiles for N02 deposition. N(III) concentrations are 
indicated by the dark bars, N(V) concentrations (above 
background) by the white bars. 
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Table 2.5 Experimental Results for Simultaneous S02/N02 Deposition. 

Expt. 

Duration (hr) 

802 (ppbv) 

N02 (ppbv) 

Temp. ( 0 C) 

Snow Age (day) 

Snow Sp. Grav. 

vd S02 (ern s-l) 

vd N02 (ern s-l) 

% S02 Oxidized 

% N02 Oxidized 

Sun? 

3-17A 

12.01 

78.8/78.7 

300 

-2.0 

o 

0.12 

0.022 

0.0004 

99.6 

100 

No 
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deposition velocity was noted, but virtually canplete oxidation to 

sulfate was noted. All the snow samples were analyzed within four 

hours of the run's completion, conditions under which aqueous 8 (IV) 

had been noted in quantity in other runs done without ozone. N02 may 

have been the agent of oxidation, but it must be noted that new 

snow has no shortage of possible oxidants, as discussed previously. 

2.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

2.3.1 Comparison of S02 Deposition Results 

In summary, the average deposition velocity for all 48 S02 

experiments was 0.06 ern s-l and for temperatures below freezing was 

0.04 em s-l (see Figure 2.13). Significant effects of snow type and 

liquid water content were indicated. Illumination, surface-only 

melting, and/or temperatures near 0 °C increased uptake appreciably 

(line 2) compared with colder snow in the absence of sunlight (line 

1). The major effect of illumination was to cause melting, and thus 

to enhance 502 uptake; no photon-initiated reactions were noted. 

In the Group 3 data, the deposition velocity for 12-hour runs 

was roughly 40% lrn·;er than for 6-hour runs. This effect was not 

observed in-Group 4 data, and only mildly observed in Group 5 data. 

Most sulfur was found as S(VI) even in the absence of ozone; 

addition of ozone decreased S(IV) concentrations to small levels in 

most cases. Upt~(e of 802 was not significantly affected by the 
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Figure 2.13. 802 flux vs. 802 concentration. 

Line 1: 
Line 2: 
Line 3: 

Best fit for Division A data. 
Best fit for Division B data. 
Best fit for Division C data and for total 
data. 

The 'best fit' lines minimize variance, similar to 
regression lines, but they are constrained to pass 
through the origin. Uptake of 802 into snow is 
considerably higher at T = 0 0 C, in the presence of 
mel bmter, than it is at colder temperatures. 
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presence of ozone. This result was contrary to initial expectations, 

and will be addressed in greater det~l later. 
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At higher S02 concentrations, deposition velocity appeared to 

decline slightly (Figure 2.14). This decline may be due to surface 

saturation of the snow grains by S02, and will be discussed in greater 

detail in the next chapter. 

Sharply higher deposition velocities were associated with 

melting follONed by draining. Surface melting, which promotes the 

deposition of S02, followed by draining, which removes contaminated 

water and exposes fresh new surfaces to S02' may be a major process by 

\vhich S02 is deposited to a sno'vpack. Seasonal snowcover would be the 

most vulnerable, due to diurnal thawing caused by exposure to the sun. 

Dry snow is (by definition!) a much more homogeneous and 

reproducible material than wet snow, and that was reflected in the 

results obtained. The deposition velocity to dry old snow exhibited 

significantly less variability (vd = 0.020 ± 0.007 ern s-1) than that 

to wet old snow, (vd = 0.073 ± 0.056 ern s-l). This was undoubtedly 

the result of our inability to hold liquid-water content constant at 

or near 0 °c. Experiments with surface melting due to sunlight, but 

no draining, had intermediate variability (vd = 0.058 ± 0.028 ern s-l). 

The relatively small change in deposition velocity between old 

and new snow (0.02-0.05 ern s-l) may be consistent with the suggested 

magnitude of surface area changes during metamorphism (Perla, 1985). 
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2.3.2 Surface vs. Aerodynamic.Resistance 

Mixing in the reaction chamber used in this study assured a 

unifonn cornposi tion in the gas phase above the snow surface. The flow 

was turbulent and the same for each experiment. The study measured 

an average surface deposition velocity of 0.06 em s-l. This gives an 

average surface resistance to deposition of 16.7 em-I s. In the 

field, the total resistance to deposition, r, is given (in the 

simplest formulation) by the sum of the surface resistance, r s ' and an 

aerodynamic resistance, r a , representing resistance to transport of 

gas to\vards the surface: 

(2.7) 

TI1e overall deposition velocity, vd is the inverse of r: 

(2.8) 

Typical aerodynamic resistances may be detennined from the deposition 

velocity of a gas that is very readily taken up, e.g., HN03 to a wet 

surface. Pierson et aID (1986) found a velocity of 0.24 em s-l for 

HN03 to a moist surface during stable night hours, while values 

approaching 5 em s-l have been measured over grass for unstable 

daytime conditions (Huebert, 1983; Huebert and Robert, 1985). These 

give an approximate spread of aerodynamic resistances to be encoun

tered in field work of roughly 4 to 0.2 em-I s. Similar values can 



be calculated from micrometeorological relationships (e.g., Voldner 

et al., 1986). 

The resistance to surface deposition obtained in this study 

is, therefore, approximately four to thirty times the expected range 

of atmospheric aerodynamic resistances. Addition of the surface 

resistances obtained here to these aerodynamic resistances yields 

overall deposition velocities: 

0.03 < vd < 0.07 em s-l for stable conditions, 

0.04 < vd < 0.09 em s-l for unstable conditions. 
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The upper, end of each range corresponds to snow at 0 °C, the lower end 

to snmv below 0 0 C. 

Overall, the results obtained here are generally consistent 

with the lowest values obtained in previous works (Table 1.1). It is 

likely that the reported temperature effect of Cadle et al. (1985) was 

due primarily to differences in liquid-water mass fraction ( Chapter 

3; also see Sommerfeld and Lamb, 1987). 
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CHAPTER 3 

GASEOUS DEPOSITION OF S02 AND N02 TO SNOWPACKS: 

AQUEOUS FIIM MODEL 

The purpose of this model is to present a model for deposition 

of S02 onto snow near 0 °c, and to examine the effect of snowpack 

physical and chemical properties on sulfur accumulation. Deposition 

veloci ty is detennined by diffusion into the snowpack and dissolution 

with chB~ical reaction in the quasiliquid fiL~ on the snow-grain 

surfaces. A documented listing of the program is given in Appendix B. 

3.1 Deposi tior~~ !:.!?del 

3.1.1 Physical-Chemical rbdel 

The uptake of S02 within a snowpack is described here by a 

model incorporating gaseous molecular diffusion downward into the 

pack, air-water partitioning, and aqueous-phase reaction. This is, 

therefore, a "wet-snow" model that requires the existence of either 

bulk water or liquid-like surface layers on the snow grains. The 

degree of S02 uptake depends critically on the volume of water 

available in the snawpack, as well as the volume of pore space. This 



dependence can be expressed quantitatively, as follows, by the ratio 

of the two volumes. 

Liquid-water-to-air volume ratio (rwa~. Partitioning of a 

trace gas to the snow depends on the liquid-water-to-air volume ratio 

(rwa ) in the snow. In a volume Vs (em3) of snow, rwa is defined as: 

rwa = =------

where: 

Vw (em3) = volume of water in Vsr 

Va (em3) = volume of air in Vs ' and 

Vi (em3) = volume of ice in Vs ' 

(3.1) 
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Vw and Vi can be defined in terms of Vs ' such that Vs can be cancelled 

from the expression above for rwa: 

__ -:--_ Vs = Vw 
P~ 

(3.2) 

, 
(1 - Xm) PB 

___ p~; ____ Vs = Vi 
I 

(3.3) 

where: 

Xm (g water/ g snow) = mass ratio of water in snow, 

(1 - Xm) (g ice/ g snow) = mass ratio of ice in snow, 
, 

Pn (g snow/ em3 snow) = density of snow, 



pi (O.92 g ice/ em3 ice) = density of ice, and 

P; (l.OO g water/ em3 water) = density of water. 

Dividing 
~ ~ , 

PB and PI by Pw ' to find the respective specific 

gravities PB and PI)' rwa will be given by: 

1- __ 

Gas Transport and Uptake. Partitioning of 802 into the 

liquid phase is assumed to obey Henry's Law: 

C4 = ___ _ 

aD 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where C4 is the total aqueous concentration of 8(IV) (g em-3), KH is 

the dimensionless Henry's Law constant for 802 in units of em3 (air) 

em-3 (water), and a O is the unionized fraction (802·aq) of 8(IV) 

( aO = 1 for H202 and 03; i.e., they do not ionize). Consider a 

volume element of snow of thickness ~z(cm), at depth z(crn), of 

cross-sectional area A(crn2) through which a flux q(g em-2 s-l) of 802 

(or other gas) is passing (Figure 3.1). I,lass conservation requires: 
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Ag(z,t) = Ag(z +lIz,t) + A 6z ~ 9 (::a + k"C~ + ~(::4 + k OC4) I 
l j(3.6) 
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Fl 'gure 3.l. Volume elemen t of snow. 



where: 

Va 
e = __ = volume fraction of air in snow, (3.7) 

Vs 

Vw 
~ = __ = volume fraction of liquid water in snow, (3.8) 

Vs 

Ca (g/cm3 air) = gas concentration in air, 

C4 (g/cm3 water) = total aqueous S(IV) concentration (including 

ionized species). 

k' and k" are pseudo-first-order rate coefficients; k' for the 

oxidation of S(IV), and ](" for heterogeneous destruction, provided 

the diffusing gas is ozone (not S02). 

Gas transport through the volume element (by molecular 

diffusion in this model) can be expressed by: 

lim 
/)"z+O 

where: 

[

_q_( z_' __ t_) __ -_q __ ( z_+ __ /),,_z_, _t_) 1 = - () q = De _d_
2
_C=a = D e () 2Ca 

/)"Z J a z d z2 T d z2 

(3.9) 

D (cm2 s-l) = diffusion coefficient of gas in air, 

De (cm2 s-l) = effective diffusion constant of gas in the 

porous snowpack: De = D~ 
T 

(3.10) 
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where T is the tortuosity (Sherwood et al., 1975). T is assumed to 

equal one: i.e., no tortuosity. By making the substitution: 

= cp 
e 

the governing equation follows: 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

The surface deposition velocity of S02 may be obtained by 

integrating the total aqueous sulfur (C4 + C6) over the depth of the 

snowpack z and dividing by the elapsed time T and the average S02 

concentration above the snowpack (CO). 

\~en there is no heterogeneous destruction or oxidation 

leading to pH changes ( eto is constant; k' = k" = 0), a simple 

analytical solution may be obtained: 

(3.13) 

It can be seen that the deposition velocity of an unreactive species 

partitioning into liquid water in snow is linearly dependent on the 

amount of liquid water present and the solubility and is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the exposure time. 
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Finite-Difference Model. In the more general case, a finite-

difference approach is required. The explicit procedure that was used 

(Powers, 1972) required the division of a snowpack (9.6 em deep) into 

24 increments (25 discrete levels, including the surface) of ~z = 0.4 

em each. A small time step ( ~t = 0.25 s) was used to ensure that 

L,e Von Neumann stability criterion for ozone diffusion: 

D ~t 1 
= constant < - - (3.14) 

2 

was satisfied (Richtmyer, 1957). 

The COiTlputer model developed could be used on personal IBl'l XT 

and AT computers (or clones) with the caveat that the results at 

extremely lo\v liquid-water mass fractions (Y'ITl = 0.0001) could not be 

relied upon; a large mainframe cOrnDuter (DEC-lO) was required to 

perform those calculations. A complete documented listing of the 

progra~ used is given in Appendix B. 

3.1.2 Chemical ~bdel 

The chemical reactions involved in the uptake, acid disso-

ciation, and oxidation of 802 in the liquid phase are presented in 

Table 3.1. The approach is s~~ilar to that employed for modeling 

aqueous-phase reactions in fO~later or hydrameteors (Jacob and 

Hoffmann, 1983; Hoffmann and Jacob, 1984; Hoffmann, 1986). 

Reactions 1-6 will all exert some control on pH of the liquid 

phase in the snow. Below an 802 concentration of about 0.01 ppbv, 



Table 3.1 Chemical Reactions 

Reaction 

1 S02 (g) + H20 = S02 (aq) 

2 S02 (aq) = HS03- + W 

3 H503- = S032- + ~ 

ox 
5°42-4 S(IV) ~ 

5 C02 (g) + H20 = H2C03* 

6 H2C03* = HC03- + ~~ 

7 H20 = W + OH-

8 H202 (g) = H202 (aq) 

9 03 (g) = 03 (aq) 

10 am-Fe(OH)3(s) = Fe3+ + 30H-

11 FeOI-r2+ = Fe3+ + OH-

12 Fe(OH)2+ = Fe3+ + 2 OH-

log K 
Constant at 0 °C 

KH 0.514a 
(1.864)b 

Ka1 -1. 642a 

Ka2 -7.318a ,d 

k' See text 

KH -1.11 

Ka1 -6.579 

KN -14.93 

Kn 5.82a ,e 
(7.17)b 

KH -1.69a 
(-0.34)b 

Kso -38.8c 

a1 -11.8c 

£32 -22.3c 
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Reference 

Smith and 
r-larte11, 1976 

Smith and 
f\1arte11, 1976 

Smith and 
Martell, 1976 

Sturrm and 
r~rgan, 1981 

Sturrm and 
Ivbrgan, 1981 

Sturrm and 
I>1organ, 1981 

Martin and 
Da'11schen, 1981 

Hoffmann and 
Calvert, 1985 

Smith and 
f\1arte11, 1976 

Smith and 
f\1arte11, 1976 

Smith and 
~1arte11, 1976 

a Estimated from log K at 25 IlC and llHo values; fran Hoffmann and 
Calvert, 1985. 

b Dimensions of KH are M atrn-1 ; values in parentheses are in cm3 (air) 
cm-3 (water). 

c Values for 25°C; llHo for a1 gives approxL'11ate1y same a1 values at 
o °C. 

d Correct value should be -6.98; effect of error small except possibly 
on reaction rates. 

e Correct value should be 5.78; effect of error very small. 



atmospheric C02 gives an equilibrium pH at 0 °C of close to 5.6; at 

S02 = 1.0 ppb, pH = 5.0; at S02 = 10 ppb, pH = 4.6. 

Reactions (1-3) and (5-7) are fast relative to the oxidation 

of S(IV) to S(VI), and can thus be expressed by equilibrium rela

tions. Only reaction (4), which is known to proceed via several 

pathways, requires a kinetic description. Table 3.2 lists same of 

"the empirical rate laws that should be important in snow. Only three 

oxidants, oxygen in the presence of metal catalysts, hydrogen per

oxide, and ozone are considered. Pseudo first-order rate constants 

are derived from the data in Table 3.2 for substitution in (7) 

et seq. 
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Oxygen is abundant in snov.7packs, and may be the primary 

oxidant at higher pHs if a suitable metal catalyst such as iron, 

manganese, or copper is present. In one recent snow characterization 

effort in the Cascades and Sierra Nevada (Laird et al., 1986), 

concentrations of iron were 0.1-8.5 ppb and of manganese were 0.01-7.8 

ppb; mean values were 0.9 and 1.0 ppb, respectively. The distribution 

of these metals in the snowpad;: and wi thin snow grains is not known. 

OUr own analyses sh~ved an average iron concentration of 26 ppb in a 

one-meter dee? core of undisturbed snow near a ski area at Flagstaff, 

Arizona, and an average of 7 ppb in 7 sa~les at lower elevations, 

about 0.5 kIll avlay fran the nearest road (Stanley, 1987). The form of 

iron present is not known; samples had been filtered through a 0.45 

~m filter prior to analysis. 



Table 3.2 Empirical Rate Laws for S(IV) to S(VI) Conversiona 

OXidation by hydrogen peroxide 

dC4 
- _ = kl [H202] C4 ell [W] ( 1+ K[W] )-1 

dt 
K = 13 WI 

k1 = 1.7xl07 ~r2s-1 

OXidation by ozone 

dC4 
- _ = (kO elO + k10Ll + k2el2) C4 [03] 

dt 
kO = 4.6x10~ r-rl 5-1 

k1 = 6.8xl04 ~ll 5-1 

k2 = 3.0xl08 rr1 5-1 

OXidation by oxygen 

dC4 
- _ = kl[Fe(III)] C4 el2 

dt 
k1 = 2.7xl05 WI 5-1 

dC4 
- _ = k2[Mn(II)] C4 ell 

c1t 
k2 = 2.2x102 ~1 5-1 

for C4 ~ 100 J.Ir-1 and [~1n(II)] ~ 10 J.I!'1 

Ionization fractions 

elO = [S02"H20]/C4 = [1 + Kal/(H+) + Ka1Ka2/(W)2]-1 

ell = [HS03-]/C4 = [nr-)/I<a1 + 1 + Ka2/(W) ]-1 

OL2 = [S032-]/C4 = [(W)2/I<alKa2 + (W)/I<a2 + 1]-1 
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(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

a Rate laws are from critical review by Hoffmann and Calvert, 1985; 
coefficients are calculated for a DC, using their recommended values. 



It is assumed that metal species would generally not be 

hanogeneously distributed either in the snowpack or in snow grains 

and could become concentrated at the grain surfaces. Model calcula

tions will be limited to iron, at concentrations up to 100 ppb but 

beloH the solubility limit for amorphous iron hydroxide at the pH 

value considered. 
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Hydrogen peroxide levels as high as 200-400 ppb (6-12 l1H) have 

been observed in Greenland ice cores (Neftel et al., 1984); high 

concentrations have also been found at various depths in profiles 

taken from seasonal snow covers in Switzerland (A. Neftel, personal 

communication, 1986). In L~is latter measurBLent, there was negli

gible apparent vertical transport of H202 over the season prior to 

spring melc., and decay was slow. Concentrations from 1 to 100 ppb, 

homogeneously distributed, were used in model calculations. 

Ozone is ubiquitous and will diffuse into snowpacks as a 

result of concentration gradients; in so doing, it can react with 

H02 -, OIr and other species to produce free radicals and other decay 

products, in adc~tion to reacting with aqueous S(IV). According to 

the 03-decay rate constants from Staehelin and Hoigne (1982), the 

half-life of 03 in the presence of 1 W'l of H202 at pH 5.5 is two days. 

At a lower pH, the decay rate is much slower; and, in the absence of 

H202, negligible. At the lOVI concentrations typically expected in 

snOvJ, both 03 and H202 will react preferentially with dissolved S02. 

Nevertheless, there is ffi~le evidence of 03 uptake by snow (e.g., 

Aldaz, 1969; Galbally and Roy, 1980). Eddy correlation measurements 
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such as those by wesely et ale (1981) give a very small deposition 

veloci ty of ozone to an undisturbed snow surface ( SO. 03 em s-l). In 

this analysis, possible 03 and H202 decay have largely been neglected. 

The inclusion of an ozone decay term equivalent to 03 vd = 0.05 em s-l 

was attempted on a few calculations. 

The pH-dependence and relative rates of S(IV) to S(VI) 

conversion at 0 °C for the four expressions of Table 3.2 are presented 

in Figure 3.2. Even if it is present at only very low levels, H202 

should be the primary oxidant at low pH. Iron and manganese will 

become significant ubove pH = 5, if concentrations are above about 10-

20 ppb. f'I~ganese should be important at lower pH values in the 

absence of H202. Ozone will be i:nportant across the entire pH range 

in the abse~ce of the other oy..idants. 

3.1.3 Paraleters 

The parameter rwa varies over several orders of magnitude for 

different types of snO\v (10-5 to 10-1). Higher values apply to 

melting snO'd and 10\~r values to subzero, low-density snow. On very 

cold new snow, any surface liquid-like film will be only a few 

molecular diameters thick, and water in veins should be absent. 

As a result the air-water partitioning model used here may not apply 

for extremely cold snow. Based on geometric considerations, a 

reasonable range of r''la values is assumed to be from 0.0001 to 0.2. 

Diffusion in the snowpack is taken to be the same as in air, 

~'lith no retardation due to tortuous paths in the porous medium. A 
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Figure 3.2. S (IV) to S (VI) conversion rate for open aqueous system 
with 1 ppbv S02; rate laws fram Table 3.2: 

[H202] = 10-5 M (0.015 ppbv in air) 
[Fe(III)] = 0.36 x 10-6 M (20 ppb) 
[Mh(II)] = 0.36 x 10-6 M (20 ppb) 
[03] = 6 x 10-10 M (30 ppbv in air). 
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diffusion coefficient of 0.139 em2 s-l was used for S02 (Andrew, 1955; 

Sherwood et al., 1975), corrected to 0 DC and 2250 m elevation, the 

conditions under which the experimental investigations of the last 

chapter were conducted. Diffusion coefficients for the other species 

were estimated by multiplying the coefficient for S02 by the relative 

molecular weight of the species to the -0.5 power. 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 ~'Jater-to-Air Ratio (rwa ) 

Penetration of S02 into the snowpack after six hours is 

greatly affected by partitioning into the aqueous phase. Figure 3.3 

gives gas-phase concentrations of S02 as a function of depth in aged 

snow for three liquic-water mass fractions, xm = 10-3, 10-2, and 10-1• 

In wet sno'iv, most of the S02 is removed near the surface of the 

snowpack, with significant penetration (more than a fevl em) only in 

relatively dry snow. By comparison, the effect of oxidant changes on 

S02 penetration is relatively small. 

The change in penetration of S02 with water content results ln 

significant changes in deposition velocity. Results are given in 

Figure 3.4 for ozone, hydrogen peroxide and oxygen/Fe(III) as oxi

dants. There is typically a 3.2-fold increase in deposition velocity 

for each 10-fold increase in liquid-water mass fraction (Xm), both 

with and without oxidant present. The effect of Xm on the deposition 
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Figure 3.3. Depth profile of 502 concentration at T = 6 hr for 
various Xm (rwa) values and 03 concentrations; 502 = 
20 ppbv, PB = 0.4. Xffi's of 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 
correspond to rwa's of 0.070, 0.0071, and 0.00071, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.4. 002 deposition velocity as a function of Xm for three 
different oxidants; 002 = 20 ppbv, t = 6 hr, PB = 0.4. 
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velocity dominates the effects of 802 concentration and exposure time 

(see below). 

3.2.2 8(IV) ~dation Rate 

The three oxidants considered--oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and 

ozone--introduce significantly different forms for k' into the model. 

The concentration profiles of absorbed sulfur reflect differences in 

transport, distribution and relative abundance of these oxidants in 

the sr1m'.7pack. 
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Oxygen. Oxygen is abundant relative to 802 in snow and should 

thus remain constant, both spatially and temporally. Resulting 

aqueous-phase 8(IV) and S(VI) concentrations for uniform catalyst 

distributions are given in Fiqures 3.5a-c. Fe(III) concentrations of 

0.018, 0.18 and 1.8 l1r·1 (1, 10, and 100 ppb) are considered. Oxidation 

of aqueous 8 (IV) al1d total uptake are similar in the 0.18 and 1. 8 l1I'i 

Fe(III) due to the solubility llinit of Fe(III). The fractional 

oxidation of sulfur within the snow is 0.15 at 0.018 l1r'l Fe(III) and 

0.45 at 1.8 )JH Fe(III). 

Figure 3.6 shows the variation of deposition velocity with 

Fe(III) concentration, wie1 the separate contributions of 8(IV) and 

8(VI). 8(1'1) deposition decreases by a factor of 1.2 for aID-fold 

increase in Fe(III), whereas 8(VI) deposition increases by a factor of 

1.8 for the same change in Fe(III). The resulting net increase in vd 

for a lO-fold increment of Fe(III) is less than 5 percent, due to the 

limited solubility of Fe(III). 
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Figure 3.5. Profiles of sulfur uptake in the presence of various 
Fe(III) catalyst concentrations; 502 = 20 ppbv, rwa = 
0.0071, t = 6 hr, PB = 0.4. a) Fe(III) = 0.018 ~M, 
b) Fe(III) = 0.18 ~M, c) Fe(III) = 1.8 ~M. Limited 
Fe(III) solubility is responsible for the similarity 
between profiles (b) and (c). 
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Figure 3.6. 502 deposition velocity as a function of Fe(III) 
catalyst concentration; conditions the same as in 
Figure 3.5. Separate S(IV) and S(VI) contributions 
to the deposition velocity are indicated. 
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Ozone. Ozone is sparingly soluble in water; gas-phase 

diffusion will determine its availability as an oxidant. Profiles of 

S(IV) and S(VI) accumulation at 03 levels of 3, 30 and 300 ppbv 

(Figures 3.7a-c) look qualitatively almost the same as for oxygen 

(Figure 3.5). The local rate of oxidation by 03 is highly pH-depen

dent and drops off significantly with S042- accumulation. For 

the Figure 3.7 profiles, k' is from 10 to 40 times lower at the 

surface than it is deeper in the snow. Surface pIlls for the 3, 30, 

and 300 ppbv 03 cases (6-hour) are 4.3, 4.0, and 3.G, respectively. 

Initial pH, and the pH below the depth of significant S02 penetra

tion, is 5. 6. 
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The dependence of deposition velocity on ozone concentration 

is relatively modest (Figure 3.8). A 10-fold change in 03 above the 

snowpack results in only a 70 percent change in vd. The fractions of 

oxidized sulfur and the changes in vd for S(IV) and S(VI) are not 

unlike those found for the oxygen/iron systelTI. 

Introduction of an 03 heterogeneous destruction term equi

valent to an ozone deposition velocity of 0.05 em s-l results in a 10 

percent decrease in the sulfur vd. Conditions considered are 20 ppbv 

S02 and 30 ppbv 03. This is consistent with results on Figures 3.3 

and 3.8, which show a relatively modest 03 effect. 

Hydrogen Peroxide. ~~en the only oxidant is homogeneously 

distributed H202, the rate of reaction is fast and a "front" of 

oxidation is formed moving down into the snow. Ahead of it there is 

no S(IV) or S(VI); behind it there is no H202, only S(VI) and excess 
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8(IV). With H202 as the only oxidant, 8(VI) has constant molar 

concentration behind the front, equal to that of the original H202. 

The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.9 at t = 3, 6 and 9 hours. 

The 802 and dissolved 8(IV) distributions behind the front are 

determined by diffusion, as before. 

In contrast to the other oxidants, the amount of H202 present 

strongly affects vd. Deposition velocity varies almost linearly with 

H202 cOhcentration, as shown in Figure 3.10. TI1is strong dependence 

qccurs because, even at high oxidant concentration, the conversion of 

8(IV) to 8(VI) is not retarded by the accanpanying drop in pH. 

3.2.3 802 Concentration 
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As 802 is taken up and oxidized in the liquid water of snow, 

pH decreases. When oxygen or ozone are the oxidants, this decreases 

the rate of oxidation of 8(IV) locally and requires deeper penetra

tion of 802 before much further oxidation/uptake can occur. When the 

oxid~~t is hydrogen peroxide, its depletion near the snowpack surface 

produces the need for deeper penetration. The deposition velocity 

should decrease with increasing 802 concentration (Figure 3.11). 

Deposition velocity decreases by a factor of 2.3 for a 10-fold 

increase in S02 concentration vmen the oxidant is ozone. Results 

vrith oxygen and hydrogen peroxide e~,ibit a slightly smaller depen

dence, a factor of 2.1. 
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Figure 3.9. Depth profiles of sulfate concentration due to oxidation 
by uniform 10-6 M H202 at various times; 802 = 20 ppbv, 
rwa = 0.0071, PB = 0.4. 
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Figure 3.10. 802 deposition velocity as a function of H202 
concentration; 802 = 20 ppbv, rwa = 0.0071, t = 6 hr, 
PB = 0.4. 100 M H202 corresponds to 0.02 ppbv H202 
in the atmosphere. 
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3.2.4 Time Scale 

For unreactive gases, deposition velocity is inversely 

proportional to the square root of time (Equation 3.13). For reactive 

gases like 802' deposition velocity is time-dependent, due to changes 

in gas concentration, pH, and oxidant concentrations in the snowpack. 

Figure 3.12 shrn~ the computed variations of deposition velocity with 

time for the three oxidants considered here. vd decreases by a factor 

of 2.5 to 3.2 for a 10-fold increase in time; this corresponds to only 

a 30 to 40 percent change for a doubling of exposure time. SUch an 

effect during a field study could be difficult to distinguish from 

the natural variability of snow samples. 

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

The range of deposition velocities for S02 calculated here is 

in good agreement with the observations in the last chapter; the 

measured values ranged from 0.02 em s-l for snow at -2°C, to 0.14 em 

s-l for wet snow with melting and draining, and a similar range is 

seen in the results in Figure 3.4. The agreB~nt suggests that the 

average experimental snow had a liquid-water content of close to one 

percent. This value seems surprisingly large for snow that often had 

no apparent liquid water in it, but it may be plausible. This 

liquid-water content is also indicated by a comparison of the theore

tical penetration of 802 into snowpack (5 em, see Figure 3.3) and the 

experimental penetration (between 4 and 7 em). 
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Figure 3.12. 802 deposition velocity as a function of time for 
three different oxidants. 802 = 20 PP0V, rwa = 
0.0071 (Xm = 0001), PB = 0.4. Values after nine 
hours are extrapolated. 
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When a homogeneous distribution of hydrogen peroxide is the 

oxidant (as opposed to a diffusive source of oxygen or ozone), a 

significantly different deposition of 802 is computed; profiles are 

quite different, and so is the dependence on oxidant concentration. 

Flat profiles, such as shown in Figure 3.9, were not observed in the 

experimental study (Chapter 2). Either the hydrogen peroxide was not 

homogeneously distributed or it made a relatively small contribution 

to 8(IV) oxidation. In the model presented here, reaction with H202 

is so fast that diffusion of 802 dovm to available H202 is the 

rate-limiting step. If, instead of a homogeneous distribution, H202 

is initially present only in the atmosphere above the snow, 802 

oxidation and accumulation occurs only in a shallow layer at the 

snowpack surface, since penetration of H202 gas into snowpack in the 

presence of liquid water must be negligible. A shallo\v surface 

profile of absorbed 8(VI) was, again, not observed in the experi

mental study, suggesting that oxygen or ozone may be the dominant 

oxidants in the snowpack. 

It has been assumed here that 03 was initially absent in the 

snowpack, and that it diffused in from the atmosphere above. If, 

instead, a uniform initial 03 concentration is assumed, changes in 

sulfur upta~e are negligible. Because it is less soluble, ozone 

diffuses into the snow faster than does 802, and although it is not 

uniformly distributed, it does not exhibit steep concentration 

gradients with depth. 
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Upon the introduction of ozone, a higher deposition velocity 

of S02 to snow was indicated by the model. Such an effect was not 

observed in the experiments (Chapter 2)0 It is likely that oxidation 

by 02 (in the presence of catalysts) or H202 served to acidify the 

liquid film on the snow-grain surfaces, despite low 03 concentrations, 

obscuring the effect of ozone concentration of S02 deposition velo

city. 
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CHAPTER 4 

S02 UPTAl<E BY THE DEPOSITION OF 

WATER VAPOR ON ICE - EXPERIMENl' 

The presence of sulfate in falling snow has been attributed 

to nucleation scavenging (for rimed snowflakes), and particle capture 

(see section 1.1.1). The upt~<e of 502 by growing snowflakes has 

previously been assumed to be negligible. The phenomenon of S02 

deposition to snowpacks, however, raises questions concerning the 

interaction between S02 and ice. Can ice depositing from the vapor 

incorporate S02 from the air? If so, what is the mechanism of 

incorporation? Are the amounts of S02 incorporated into ice large 

enough to be significant in atmospheric chemical cycles? To what 

ehtent is the uptake of S02 by ice related to the dry deposition of 

S02 to snow? To answer these questions, Ch'1d others, an experimental 

study concerning the interaction between S02 and ice was initiated. 

The effect of ozone and formaldehyde on S02 incorporation into 

depositing ice was also investigated. 
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4.1 Experimental Procedure 

The experimental setup used in determining the uptake of 

S02 by ice depositing fram the vapor is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

The experimental apparatus was located within the inner chamber of a 

walk-in cold room maintained at Ta = -15 0 C (± 1. 5 0 C) • A continuous 

flow of moist outside air (largely free of S02) was brought to water 

vapor saturation at the tB~erature of the inner chamber by cooling 

the air below its dew-point temperature, in several stages, to 

equilibrium temperature Te (Te ~ Ta); condensation ceased in the air 

input line at that point. Condensation traps permitted the removal of 

deposited ice between runs. Nevertheless, obstructions occasionally 

caused air flow (and hence S02 concentration) fluctuations. After 

passing through a glass-\~l filter to remove any suspended ice 

crystals, the air flow received a side-flow of S02/N2 (Matheson, 20 

ppmv) • The air flm.; (with S02), at near-lOO% ice saturation and free 

of suspended ice particles, then passed into the ice collector, where 

slight cooling permitted the deposition of ice fram the vapor. 

4.1.1 Temperature Difference (L\ T) 

The temperature difference (L\ T) between the ice surface of 

the ice collector (Ti) and the incoming air (Te; L\T = Te - Ti) was 

maintained small enough to prevent water condensation and the riming 

that could result. It was not possible, however, to directly measure 
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Figure 4.1. Experimental setup. Air flow illustrated by the bold 
arrows. 
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~T with any accuracy, due to its small size, and the inevitability of 

radial temperature gradients on and within the ice surface. 

Water subsaturation was assured by the ice collection rate 

(ri). Ice collection generally ceased at half the radius of the ice 

collector, indicating that the incoming air had cooled to the ice 

surface temperature Ti. Riming could be avoided by maintaining the 

ice collection rate below the critical rate rc: 

(4.1) 

where Pw is the water saturation vapor density, Pi is the ice 

saturation vapor density, and F is the air flow rate. In g~neral, ri 

was maintained at half the value of r c ' giving strong assurance that 

riming did not occur. 

Despite fluctuations in the temperature of the chamber 

(Ta i ± 1.5 DC), it is not likely that ~T varied greatly, due to the 

thermal inertia of the temperature/hurnidity equilibration tubing and 

the experimental stage, as well as the tendency for Te and Ti to 

correlate closely with Tao 

4.1.2 Ice Collector 

Several criteria had to be satisfied by the design of the ice 

collector. Conflicting criteria made large random errors difficult 

to avoid. The amount of water used to prepare an initial ice surface 

in the ice collector had to be minimized, in order to limit the 
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extent of S(IV) dilution after· melting. The ice-to~all surface area 

ratio had to be maximized, in order to reduce the contribution of 

S(IV) in the melt derived from S02 adsorption to the walls. Tne ice 

collector had to be light in weight, in order to permit a precise and 

accurate measurement of the small weight of ice deposited from the 

vapor. The ice collector also had to permit uniform cooling of the 

ice surface, to promote ice deposition. 

A lightweight, polystyrene petri dish ( 8.7 em diameter, 1.2 

em deep, approx. 9 g in weight without lid) was chosen as the pre

ferred collector. The ice-to-wettable~all surface area ratio (59 em2 

to 5.5 cm2) was reasonably high. Experiment confirmed that at low S02 

concentrations, an empty dish would collect amounts of sulfur compar

able to the amounts collected under experimental ice-deposition runs 

with a preparatory ice surface present. This result suggests that at 

least at low S02 concentrations, the fraction of S(IV) in the melt 

derived from S02 adsorption on the collector walls was roughly 

5.5 cm2/(59 cm2 + 5.5 cm2), or 9%. At higher S02 concentrations, the 

fraction of S(IV) derived from wall adsorption appeared to be less. 

The bottom of the petri dish was scored by sandpaper and pre-treated 

with concentrated H2S04 to create a sulfonated surface that would wet 

easily, in order to minimize the amount of water required to coat the 

dish bottom to create the preparatory ice surface. ~1e volume of 

water used to create the ice surface was enough to coat the dish 

bottom and compose a sample for ion chromatography, without unneces-



sary dilution of the collected ice sample, and consequent loss of 

precision (2 ml). 
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The dilute-S02 air flow entered the lid of the ice collector 

via a tube ( L = 6.7 em, I.D. = 3.0 em) small enough to allow the flow 

to impinge on the ic~ surface, leading to appreciable deposition, 

without causing unduly large temperature gradients across the ice 

surface. Sixteen evenly-spaced holes in the rim of the petri dish 

permitted easy escape for the air introduced at the center of the 

dish. 

The flat-bottomed petri dish sat upon a portable aluminum 

plate, which sat, in turn, on a copper chamber through which chilled, 

temperature-controlled refrigerant was pu~d. Good heat transfer 

between dish and plate was maintained by clamping the two together 

during a run. The ice surface in the collector was cooled by downward 

heat transfer into the aluminum plate. 

4.1.3 Procedure 

The experimental procedure was as follows: 

7 ml of deionized water was placed in the lower half of the petri 

dish and swirled about to achieve mixing. 5 ml of the water was 

wi thdrawn to serve as a blank indicating the chemical composition of 

the water used to make the preparatory ice surface. The remaining 2 

ml was frozen by putting the petri dish on the pre-cooled aluminum 

plate, covering the dish with a plastic shell to exclude stray 802 



from coming in contact with the freezing water, and placing the dish 

and plate in a freezing environment (the walk-in cold roan). 

Upon a run's completion, the ice was melted at roam tempera

ture. Roughly twelve minutes passed from the initiation of warming 

to sample injection in the ion chromatograph. Just prior to injec

tion the sample was swirled about the petri dish to insure good 

mixing. 
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The weight of collected ice was determined by weighing the 

ice collector immediately before and after each run on a balance at 

room temperature (and humidity). weights were determined to ± 0.001 

g. Some error due to uptake of condensation on the cold dish could 

not be avoided, but since the weighing conditions (temperature, 

humidity) and procedure ,-Jere si..'1lilar for both weight determinations, 

error in the weight of collected ice could generally be held to ± 

0.005 g. 

4 • 1. 4 t·~thods 

502 was provided at 2-20 ml min-l from a pressurized tank 

(t-1atheson; 24 ppmv 502 in N2) and added to the airstream near the ice 

collector inlet. Ozone was produced by passing dry compressed air at 

10 ml min-l through an ultraviolet ozone generator into the main air 

flow just upstrea~ of the 502 entrance. Formaldehyde was generated at 

low concentrations (at Te = -15 0 C) by passing dry compressed air at 

10 ml min-l past a diffusion tube containing formalin solution into 

the airstream. The dry compressed air was passed through an impinger 
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containing formalin solution to generate high concentrations of 

formaldehyde (10 ml min-I; Te = -15 DC). The main air flow (1.5 - 3.0 

L min-I) was generated b~' a stainless-steel-bellows pump (same as in 

Chapter 2). 

S02 and ozone concentrations were measured as in section 

2.1.4. Anion concentrations in the melt were determined using a 

Dionex QIC ion chromatograph, as mentioned in section 2.1.4. After 

dilution by the main air flow, the S02 concentrations were close to 

commonly observed urban values (10-400 ppbv). 

HCHO in the canpressed air flow was collected in 4 ml of 

\vater and mixed with chromatropic acid to form a colored compound 

that was estL~ated, by eye, by a co-worker skilled in spectrophoto

metric measurements. The reported HCHO measurements are not very 

precise, due to the means of measurement, but are adequate for our 

purposes. 

4.2 Results 

The amount of S02 incorporated into ice as a function of the 

amount of ice collected is displayed in Figures 4.2-4.10. The data 

are tabulated in the Appendix A (Tables A.l-A.9). The chronological 

order of the experiment is indicated by set number. 

In general, as the S02 concentration increases, the amount of 

S(IV) incorporated into the ice increases, as indicated by the slopes 

of the regression lines fit to the data (regular runs Table 4.1). 
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Amount of 502 collected vs. amount of ice collected; 
ninth data set (in the presence of 03 and HCHO) 0 

Trace gas concentrations are given in Table A.9i 802 
concentration was 65 ppbv. 



Table 4.1 S02 Concentration and Regression Line Information for 
the Experimental Data (Figures 4.2-4.10; Appendix A). 

Regression Line (y = mx+b) 
Number of 

Data S02 Cone. m b Data 
Seta (ppbv) [llM S(IV)] [10-7 g S02] r2 Pointsb 

(regular runs) 

4 18 51.8 1.02 0.62 18 (24) 
8 47 47.7 0.71 0.94 11 
5 77 57.2 2.92 0.48 15 
7 124 115.3 1.23 0.93 12 (14) 
6 409 211.1 -1.85 0.84 9 

(runs with 03 and HCHO) 

9 65 34.6 0.17 0.93 13 

(preliminary runs) 

1 7-15 (avg. 9) 3.9 1.00 0.72 10 
2 14 5.4 3.07 0.03 20 
3 17 44.2 1.99 0.58 14 (16) 
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a Regular runs are ordered by S02 concentration. 
b Number of data points used in regression calculation. Total number 

of data points, including those runs where net sublimation or riming 
might have occurred(not used in regression calculation), are 
given in parentheses (also see Appendix A). 
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The increase in 5(IV) incorporation is not directly proportional, 

however, to the 502 concentration. The y-intercepts of the regression 

lines do not appear to be related to 502 concentration, though they 

are positive, in general. There does seem to be a correlation between 

high y-intercepts and 10\'1 r2 values, however. 

4.2.1 Comparison with 502 Upt~~e by Liquid Water 

The amounts of 502 incorporated into depositing ice as a 

function of 502 concentration, determined by the slopes of the 

regression lines in Table 4.1, are given in Figure 4.11. Curves 

indicating the amount of aqueous 5(IV) in equilibrium with 502 (and 

at.'1lOspheric C02) at two temperatures ( T = -15 0 C and a 0 C) I calcu

lated using ~I1° values from the references in Table 3.1, are also 

included in Figure 4.11. Remarkably, depositing ice incorporates 

5(IV) in roughly the sale proportion as if the depositing ice is 

liquid water in equilibrium with 502 at a °c, in the absence of 

sulfate. The 5(IV)/502 equilibrium curve at a °c is roughly two-

thirds the value of the curve at -15 0 C. The striking parallel 

between 502 uptake by liquid water and ice provides strong evidence 

for the role of liquid water (bulk or quasiliquid) in the upt~ce of 

502 into ice. 

The percentage of oxidized sulfur in the melt varied unsystem

atically between 25 to 55% for runs prior to IB 50; 5 to 25% after

wards (Tables A. 4-A. 8) • The change in percentage of o?ddation would 
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appear to signal a change in experimental conditions or procedure, 

but no such change was noted. 

4.2.2 S02 Incorporation in the Presence of 03 and HCHO 
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S02 incorporation into depositing ice was conducted in the 

presence of oti1er trace gases {03 and HCHO} to see if chemical 

interactions with the trace gases could fix S02 more readily into the 

ice and lead to enhanced collection. Figure 4.10 displays this data 

set {the ninth}; experimental conditions and data are tabulated in 

Table A.9. Interestingly, despite the different experimental condi

tions and the variable trace gas concentrations, a regression line 

with a fairly high r2 value can be fit tl1rough the data {see Table 

4.l}. Though the data are relatively few, it appears the uptake of 

S02 into the ice was certainly not enhanced and may have been inhi

bited by as much as 50% by the presence of trace gases, as determined 

by the slope of the regression line. The inhibitory effect appeared 

to be insensitive to trace gas concentrations {Table 4.9}. 

4.2.3 Preliminary Runs 

The first tl1ree sets of data, representing runs done before 

the experimental procedure was finalized, are summarized in Table 

4.1. In all tl1ree sets of runs, heat transfer between the ice 

collector and the aluminum plate was maximized by freezing the dish 

to the plate with drops of deionized water. This procedure made it 

impossible to weigh the dish L~ediately after a run's completion; 
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the dish had to be wanned to 0 0 C first. Evaporation from the dish 

after a run's termination was large enough to seriously bias and 

distort measurements of the mass of collected ice. As a result, only 

general trends can be observed from these three sets of data. 

For the first set of runs, a thin tube (L = 4.8 em, I.D. = 0.3 

em) rather than the larger diameter tube mentioned in section 4.1.2 

was used to ferry the air into the ice collector. Ice collection 

rates were high; several times higher than necessary to initiate 

riming. The 802 concentration was not the same from run to run, but 

in the aggregate, this set of data represents low 802 concentrations 

( 4 -17 ppbv). 

For the second set of runs, the larger-diameter air-input 

tube was used. Ice collection rates were low enough to prevent 

riming, and 502 concentrations did not vary from run to run. 

Both the first and second sets of runs -were done at -7 0 C 

( ± 2 0 C); temperature control during individual runs was better than 

± 1 °C. 

The third set of runs was done at T = -15 °c (± 1.5 °C) using 

the larger diameter air input tube. The only procedural difference 

between this set and sets 4-8 of runs was the practice of freezing 

the petri dish to the aluminum plate, which led, as described before, 

to errors in the measurement of collected ice mass. 

A notable feature of the first data set (Figure 4.2) was 

confirmation that 802 is significantly excluded from rimed ice 

(Iribarne et al., 1983; Lamb and Blumenstein, 1987). The amount of 



S(IV) incorporated into ice was 10% or less of the equilibrium S(IV) 

concentration in liquid water (at 0 DC) at 4-17 ppbv S020 

partial S02 exclusion caused by riming is evident for two 

data points in Figure 4.8. The ice collection rate for both runs 

approached the critical ice collection rate rc for the onset of 

riming. 
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No particular trend in the amount of S02 incorporated into 

ice with the amount of of ice collected is evident for the second set 

of runs (Te = -7 DC; Figure 4.3). Data scatter prevents further 

analysis. A stronger dependence is evident for the third set of runs, 

though not without scatter in the data. 

4.2.4 S02 Incorporation Under Sublimation Conditions 

Points representing S02 incorporation into ice under condi

tions of sublimation (not enoug11 to reveal the collector bottom) are 

included in the fourth set of data (Figure 405). These points were 

not used in calculating the regression line for the data, however. 

The amount of S02 incorporated into the ice was roughly independent of 

the mass of ice sublimed. It seemed strange that subliming ice would 

capture S02 at all, but two explanations of the phenomenon can be 

offerred. 

First, S02 adsorbed on the walls of the ice collector is 

brought into solution after the ice is melted and swirled about the 

dish, yielding an amount of S(IV) that should be roughly independent 

of the amount of ice sublimed. 
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Second, a small amount of ice can be deposited in the ice 

collector despite a negative net ice collection rate, incorporating 

802 in the process. Radial temperature and vapor density gradients 

across the ice surface can cause sublimation in the center and 

deposi tion closer to the rim. 802 can be trapped by the ice that 

does deposit, despite net ice sublimation. As a result, nothing can 

be concluded about the capture of 802 by sublimating ice surfaces per 

se from these experiments. 

It does not seem likely that adsorption alone is responsible 

for 802 incorporation into depositing ice; the amount of 802 trapped 

is too large. For a typical run at T = -15 ° C ( 3 x 10-7 g 802/ 59 

cm2 at 50 ppbv 802), the surface density of 802 would be 5 x 1013 

molecules 802 cm-2, 200 times higher than typical amounts adsorbed at 

much higher 802 concentrations ( 2.5 x lOll molecules 802 cm-2 at 2 

pprnv 802 near T = -15 DC; Sommerfeld and Lamb, 1986). 

4.3 Conclusions 

802 is incorporated into depositing ice in amounts comparable 

to 802-8(IV) aqueous equilibrium. This remarkable finding is based on 

measurements at several 802 concentrations, primarily at T = -15 DC, 

and at ice collection rates that ensure the absence of riming. The 

presence of ozone and formaldehyde do not enhance 802 uptake into 

the ice and may inhibit it. Riming leads to decreases in the concen-



trations of sulfur in the collected ice, as previously reported by 

Iribarne et ale (1983) and Lamb and Blumenstein (1987). Not enough 

data was gathered at temperatures other than T = -15 0 C to pennit 

conclusions to be dra\VI1 about the temperature dependence of S02 

incorporation into depositing ice. 
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CHAPTER 5 

S02 UPTAKE BY THE DEPOSITION OF WATER VAPOR 

ON ICE - MODEL 
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It has been surmised that a liquid-like interfacial layer may 

exist on the surface of ice (Table 1.3). The presence of an inter

facial layer or sane sort of disordered surface phase belmv 0 0 C) 

was assumed in the snawpack model of Chapter 3. It is plausible that 

S02 dissolves in this interfacial layer and reaches equilibrium with 

gaseous S02. ~'Jhat is remarkable is that as ice deposits from the 

vapor, the dissolved S02 in the interfacial layer is apparently 

included in, not excluded from, the depositing ice. 

Tne phenomenon of inorganic-ion exclusion from ice is well-

known; Gross (1968) provides an excellent review of the subject. 

There are organic solutes for which the distribution coefficient, kd 

(defined as the equilibrium ratio of solute concentration by mass in 

ice to that in water) equals one, such as antifreeze glycoprotein 

(Gross et al., 1987). For most inorganic solutes led is much smaller, 

of the order 10-3• The distribution coefficients for bisulfite and 

sulfate have not been measured (G.W. Gross, personal communication, 

1986). The distribution coefficient for S(IV) is undoubtedly < 1, 

since S02 is excluded from rimed ice (Iribarne et al., 1983; Lamb and 

Blumenstein, 1987). Given a low kd' how can the amount of S(IV) 
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incorporated into ice (comparable to S02-S(IV) aqueous equilibri\IDl) be 

accounted for? 

5.1 Solute Concentration Enhancement 

in the Interfacial Layer 

There is a considerable body of work (e.g., Pohl, 1954; 

Smith et al., 1955; Gross et al., 1975) indicating that as a solid 

(ice) advances into a semi-infinite column of liquid (water), the 

solute concentration in the ice may rise to approach the initial 

solute concentration in the water. Solute exclusion from the ice 

together with limitations to solute transport away from the ice (low 

diffusion constant) are responsible for this phenomenon. The solute 

"piles up" at the film-ice interface. With adjustments, this model 

can be used in the case of a liquid-like film on an ice surface 

growing by vapor deposition. 

Concentration enhancement due to diffusive transport limita

tions is illustrated in Figure 501. Water vapor deposition on the 

air-film interface causes the film to advance upwards; freezing at 

the film-ice interface maintains a uniform, steady-state film thick~ 

ness (d). The reference frame of the diagram, as well as the equa

tions that follow, is stationary with respect to the advancing film; 

i.e., the distance variable x is measured with respect to the film-ice 
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S02 Concentration-

x=d_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A_ir __ 
Liquid film 

d 

S (TIl) Concentration-

Figure 5.1. Illustration of concentration enhancement in an 
interfacial layer on the surface of ice. The reference 
frame is fixed with respect to the advancing film. 
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interface at all times. The film is advancing uniformly at a constant 

rate (R). The concentration of solute incorporated into the freezing 

ice (Ci) is: 

(5.1) 

where kd is the distribution coefficient (dimensionless) and C2 is the 

elevated solute concentration at the film-ice interface. The solute 

concentration at the air-film interface, Cl, is in Henry's Law 

equilibrium (KH) with the uniform atmospheric concentration (CA) of 

trace gas (S02): 

(5.2) 

The change with time of the concentration C in the liquid-like 

film at a distance )~ ahead of the film-ice interface is given by: 

a C = D a 2c + R a C , (5.3) 
at ax2 ax 

The time-dependent solution of equation 5.3, C(x,t), has been 

given by Smith et ale (1955) in the case of an ice interface growing 

into a semi-infinite column of water. The solution is constrained by 

three boundary conditions: 

(1) At t = 0, C = CI for all x > 0, 

(2) C = Cl as x + 00 for all t, and 
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(3) ac = -q ( R ) C at x = 0 for all t, 
ax D 

where q = 1 - l~. Boundary concii.. tion ( 3) is required by mass conser-

vation at the ice-film interface. The solution for the infinite 

column problem is given by: 

where: 

F(x,t) 

C(x,t) = Cl F(x,t) 

= 1 +(...9-)exp(-Rx/D) erfc[%"'l/Dt (x-Rt)] 
2kd 

- % erfc~"'l/Dt (X+Rt)] 

(5.4) 

+q(~-l ) 
2 q kd 

exp [ -qR (x+kdRt ) /D] erfc~1/I7i5t [x+ (2kd-l) Rt ] ] 

(5.5) 

(Smith et a1., 1955; eqn 26). In the case of an interfacial layer, 

Henry's Law equilibrium at x = d will cause the replacement of 

boundary condition (2) with: 

(4) C = Cl at x = d for all t. 

The solution of equation 5.3, subject to boundary conditions (1), 

(3), and (4), for the case of a liquid fiL~ is given by: 

C(x,t) = Cl F(x,t) 
F(d,t) 

(5.6) 

Equation 5.6 will satisfy boundary condition (4) at all t~s. If 

equation 5.5 satisfies boundary conditions (1) and (3) at all times, 

so too \vill equation 5.6. 
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The steady-state solution to equation 5.3 (ac = 0) is 
at 

given by: 

C(x) = Cl [ 1 + q exp(-Rx/D)~(d 1/[ 1 + q exp(-Rd/D)~d 1 (5.7) 

If Rd/D »1, C(O) = C1ikd and Ci = C1 • 

5.2 Diffusion Constant (D) and the Interface Advance Rate (R) 

A contour diagram of 'acceptable' values of R and D, given 

three values of kd (10-2, 10-3, and 10-4) and two values of d (3 and 

30 nm), is given in Figure 5.2(a and b). Acceptability is determined 

by the ability of the ice solute concentration (Ci) to reach or 

exceed 67% of the Henry's Law aqueous concentration at the air-film 

interface (Cli Ci > 0.67 Cl), based on equation 5.6, within 20 

minutes of the initial time t = O. The value of 67% was chosen since 

uptake of 5(IV) into ~,e ice was roughly 2/3 the value of aqueous 

5°2/5 (IV) equilibrium at -15°C (or the full value at T = 0 °C) in 

the experiments of Chapter 4. Twenty minutes represents a relatively 

short time incrBuent cQupared to the G~ee to thirty hour run times of 

the experiments of Chapter 4 (see Appendix A). 

There is SQ'1le disagreement about how large the film thickness 

(d) of the quasi-liquid layer is. I-1any works suggest thatd is 

strongly dependent on temperature below 0 °c, but not thicker than 5 
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nm below -1°C (Fletcher, 1962 and 1968; Fukuta, 1987; FuDW(awa et 

al., 1987). In the presence of impurities (FuDW(awa et al, 1987), the 

layer may be somewhat thicker, perhaps as thick as 30 nm at -15°C 

(Golecki and Jaccard, 1978). 

In our experiments, deposition was higher at the center of the 

dish and dL~inished to essentially zero at half the radius of the 

dish. The range of interface velocities R can be roughly determined 

frQ~ the ice-collection rate and by approximating the cross section of 

the central hump of collected ice by a normal distribution curve. The 

highest interface velocities (in the center) were found to span the 

range 10-7 - 10-6 em s-l. Referring to Figure 5.2, it can be seen 

that this range of interface velocities places stringent limita-

tions on the m~~ acceptable size of the diffusion constant D. 

The limit imposed on the value of D can be relaxed sQ~ewhat 

by recognizing that ice crystals generally do not grow by the propaga

tion of a rough interface normal to G~e macroscopic interface plane 

(at rate R). Instead, ice crystals usually grow by ~1e propagation 

of steps (at rate R') from emergent screw dislocations. For a 25 nm 

tall step, velocities R' of the order 5 x 10-4 cm s-l are suggested 

by Hallett (l961) and Kobayashi(1967); velocities R' of the order 

10-4 em s-l can be inferred from the calculations of Kuroda (1982). 

It is expected that diffusion constants for solutes in the 

interfacial film may lie between those in the liquid (~~ 10-5 cm2 

s-l) and those in the solid (Ds < D < DL). Self-diffusionDs measure

ments ( 2 x 10-12 cm2 s-l near -15°C, Dengel and Riehl, 1963; 
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10-11 cm2 s-l near -15°C, Itagaki, 1967 and Ra.llseier, 1967) can be 

regarded as upper limits for solute diffusion in bulk ice. Surpri-

singly, the measurements by Barnaal and Slotfeldt-Ellingsen (1983) 

indicate higher solute diffusion constants in ice for HrK)3, HCI, and 

NaCI (4 x 10-9 cm2 s-l during storage at -30°C). The equality of the 

diffusion constants for three different solutes is suspicious and may 

signal error in the experiment. For solutes in bulk ice, Ds's are 

unknown, but they may exceed 10-13 cm2 s-l. 

Recently Mizuno anC! Hanafusa (1987) reported the self-diffu

sion constant D in L~e quasi-liquid layer (1.8 x 10-9 cm2 s-l at -15 

°C). This can be regarded as an upper limit for the diffusion 

constant D for solutes in the quasi-liquid layer, since the solute 

molecules are larger than water molecules and less likely to diffuse. 

In general, for solutes in the quasi-liquid layer, diffusion constants 

will probably fall in the range 10-13 < D < 10-9 cm2 s-l. This can 

be compared to the diffusion constant of K+ ions in the amorphous 

precipitate formed upon feldspar dissolution at room temperature (D 

10-14 CI1l2 s-l; Petrovic, 1976). 

The limitations on the quasi-liquid layer thickness d place 

important 1L~itations on the acceptable diffusion constant D (Figure 

5.2). For 10-4 < R'(cm s-l) < 10-3, D C&lnot exceed 10-9 cm2 s-l for 

d = 30 Thlli similarly D cannot exceed 10-10 cm2 s-l for d = 3 Thl1. 

The quasi-liquid layer is only 10 molecular layers thick at 
, 

d = 3 nl1. The concept of diffusion in the film may lose its meaning 

at such small thicknesses. It may be more appropriate to consider 



the process as one of adsorption at the film-ice boundary. The 

strength of the diffusion model, however, is that the dissolution of 

8(IV) into ice at observed amounts is accounted for. A model based 

on adsorption would probably have to invoke even more assumptions 

than have been made here to account for observed 8(IV) uptake. 

The amount of 802 incorporated into ice indicates that 

dissociation into bisulfite (at least) occurs in the surface fiL~; 

i.e., equilibrium'vith gaseous 802 is reached at the air/film inter

face. The 101'1 diffusion constant required for the model to work 

suggests that 802 at the film/ice interface may be in a very-slow

diffusing fo~, perhaps as a hydrate. Enhanced collection of N20, 

C02' NO, Freon 11, and Freon 12 in the molecular beam condensation 

experL~ents of Pezza and Calo (1982) is attributed to clathrate 

hydrate formation. Clathrate hydrate formation seems unlikely in 

their experiments (and ours), however, due to the extremely low 

partial pressure of the gases involved (Jeffrey and r·1c~·1ullan, 1967; 

Berecz ruld Balla-Achs, 1983). Another mechanism may be responsible. 

5.3 Effect of R~~ing ruld Trace Gases on 

~ Incorporation 

The amount of 8(IV) trapped in the ice will approximate 

8°2/8 (IV) equilibrium to the extent that concentration enhancement 

can occur. Indeed, the reason 802 is more completely excluded from 

138 
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riming water droplets than from depositing ice may be because an 

effective transport mechanism (diffusion in bulk liquid water) exists 

for the removal of 502 from freezing water, provided contact with 

the surrounding air is maintained. The predilection of freezing water 

droplets to warm towards 0 DC by latent-heat release aids 502 escape 

by delaying complete solidification. Pronounced supercooling aids 

502 capture, since droplets will freeze more rapidly at cooler 

temperatures, trapping more 502 (La~ and Blumenstein, 1987). 

Ozone and formaldehyde do not enhance the uptake of 502 into 

the ice, probably for two reasons: l} the dra~atically lower diffu

sion constants for 5(IV) and other reactants in the surface film 

inhibit reaction, and 2} the reactions that do occur (oxidation or 

adduct formation) siro?ly serve to acidify the film (with sulfuric 

acid or ill'15A), lovJ'2ring t~e reaction rates yet further and restricting 

the ability of the surface layer to dissolve 5(IV). 

5.4 Reconsideration of 502 Dry Deposition 

to 5now 

The theoretical model described in Chapter 3 was quite 

successful in describing the distribution of sulfur deposited in a 

snowpack by 502 infiltration, but less so in respect to the amount of 

sulfur deposited. The typical liquid-water mass fraction of 1% 

required to explain the interaction of S02 with snowpacks seemed 

surprisingly large, particularly at temperatures vlell below 0 DC. 
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The mechanism suggested for 802 dry deposition was dissolution 

into a static quasiliquid layer present on the surface of the snow 

grains. Perhaps as well as by dissolution, 802 is captured by water 

vapor deposition in the pores of a dry snmvpack, by the mechanism of 

section 5.2. The water vapor flux is due to the small chemical 

potential differences that result from grain curvatures (egui-tempera

ture metamorphism), and temperature gradients (temperature-gradient 

metamorPhism). Continued 802 upt~<e into the snow might be limited 

less by sulfate buildup or surface-area reduction, than by the rate of 

water vapor deposition. The lack of e~,anced 802 deposition in the 

presence of 03 and other gases r.1ig~1t be explained by low reaction 

rates in the quasi liquid layer due to acidification and/or J.ow 

reactant diffusion consta~ts. 

It is L~rtant to note that it is not the growth rate (rnet) 

of ice crystals, but the deposition rate (rd) of water vapor in the 

snowpack pores that might determine the rate of 802 capture (rnet = rd 

- r s ' where rs is the sublimation rate). Even if ice crystals are 

shrinking (rnet < 0), water vapor could continue to deposit (rd > 0) 

and capture 8°2. There are no 'WOrks that describe temperature-

gradient metamorphism in terms of rd; only rnet (e.g., Anderson, 1976; 

Colbeck, 1983; Sorrmerfeld, 1983; Gubler, 1985). 

Preliminary efforts, based on the work by Yosida (1963), were 

made to model temperature-gradient metamorphosis in a three-dimen

sional array of ice spheres. This was done to gauge the extent to 

which 802 could be incorporated into a snowpack undergoing 
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temperature-gradient metamorphosis. Preliminary results suggest that 

temperature gradients of 0.36 0 C, at least an order-of-magnitude 

larger than those likely to have occurred in the experiments of 

Chapter 2, are required to account for observed S02 uptake. This 

preliminary result suggests that incorporation of S02 into sno\v by 

vapor deposition is of minor importance. Nevertheless, considering 

the extreme differences in vapor deposition rates possible in snow

packs due to gea."!letrical effects in the pores (Colbeck, 1983), the 

?Ossibility of S02 incorporation by the process investigated here 

cannot be rejected out of hand. SnaIl typical grain sizes and the 

sporadic occurrence of fast (kinetic) crystal growth (Colbeck, 1983) 

could easily raise the vapor deposition rate for a much smaller 

te~erature gradient to a level sufficient to account for a signifi

cant portion of observed S02 deposition velocities. Experiments on 

S02 deposition to snov~acks experiencing a temperature gradient, as 

\vell as models that realistically incorporate dry snow n~tamorphism 

need to be developed. 

5.5 Ice and S02 in the Atmosphere 

Based on the results of Chapter 4, the scavenging ratio 

(equation 1.1) of S02 in unrimed falling snow will approximate that 

of S02 by liquid \vater at 0 °c (Figure 5.3). For typical S02 concen

trations near 0.3 ppbv over the Greenland ice cap (Flyger et al., 
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5CAVENCING RATIO V5. 502 CONe. 

5 10 15 20 

502 CONe. (PPBV) 

Scavenging ratio for S02 by liquid water at T = 0 0 C 
as a function of 802 concentration, calculated using the 
information tabulated in Table 3.10 The scavenging 
ratio for 802 by unr.inled snow should be comparable, 
based on the results plotted in Figure 4.11. 
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1976), scavenging ratios in the range 300-500 could be expected, 

easily dominating sulfate scavenging ratios of 100-200 reported by 

Davidson et ale (1987). Since mean S02 concentrations typically 

exceed S04= concentrations over Greenland (260% by Flyger et al., 

1976), it can be calculated that close to 90% of the sulfate in 

unrL~ed snow may be due to S02 uptake, not particulate S04= capture. 

This percentage is probably an upper limit for arctic snows, since 

sulfate concentrations will exceed S02 concentrations in many remote 

areas (e.g., Antarctica). Nevertheless, it is clear that under 

certain conditions, S02 scavenging can rival particulate sulfate 

scavenging as a source for sulfate in unrirned snovl. 

In rimed snow, S02 scavenging is negligible compared to 

sulfate scavenging, due to the e~{clusion of S02 froi11 freezing drop

lets (Iribarne et al., 1983; La~ and Blumenstein, 1987), and enhanced 

particulate sulfate capture (Scott, 1981; Hura1<ami et al., 1981). 

The fractionation between snoVl and parent aerosol chelTlical 

composi tion reported by Ratm and t-k::Caffrey (1979), where soluble 

components such as sulfate particles tend to be excluded from (primar

ily unrimed) arctic snow, may not be as vlell-defined if 802 is 

incorporated into the sno\v. n1e highly variable S02 scavenging ratio 

at low concentrations (Figure 5.3) may render speculative any inter

pretations of parent aerosol cQ~sition based on snow composition. 

Since the 502 dry deposition velocities reported in Chapter 

2 ( vd < 0.1 em s-l) to snow are in the same range as sulfate deposi

tion velocities to snow (Ibra~im et al., 1933; Davidson et al., 1985), 



802 dry deposition will tend to exceed sulfate dry deposition to the 

extent that 802 concentrations exceed sulfate concentrations. 

5.6 Conclusions 
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The incorporation of 802 into ice growing by vapor deposition 

at amounts comparable to aqueous 802-8(IV) equilibrium, despite a low 

distribution coefficient, may be due to solute concentration enhance

ment in the liquid-like film present on advancing ice surfaces. 

The results of previous studies on solute exclusion during solidifica

tion are used to quantitatively describe the solute enhancement in the 

surface film. 

The extent of solute enhancB~nt is critically dependent on 

the diffusion constant (D) of the solute in the film and the interface 

advance rate (R). Very low 802 diffusion constants (D < 10-9 crn2 s-l) 

are indicated, despite the possibility of enhanced interface advance 

rates due to the growth of ice by step propagation from emergent screw 

dislocations. 

Ozone and formaldehyde do not enhance the uptake of 802 into 

ice, probably due to surface film acidification that occurs upon 

oxidation (or adduct formation). Consistent with the results from 

previous works (Iribarne et al., 1983; Lamb and Blumenstein, 1987), 

802 is largely excluded from freezing water droplets, probably as a 
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result of an effective transport mechanism: diffusion in bulk liquid 

water to the air. 

The experiments of Chapter 4 suggest that in the atmosphere 

the scavenging ratios for S02 by ice deposition should approximate 

those for liquid water (300-500), comparable to the scavenging ratios 

for sulfate (100-200) at tropospheric background S02 concentrations 

(0.3 ppbv). 

Despite the failure of a crude ice-sphere model, the possibi

litl' of solute enhancB~nt in the surface film on ice being partly 

responsible for S02 deposition to snmvpacks cannot be rejected. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CON:LUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE HESEARCH 

6.1 Conclusions 

A series of 48 laboratory experiments provided depth profiles 

of S(IV) and S(VI) accumulation in snow exposed to 20-140 ppbv S02 for 

6 to 12 hours. Surface deposition velocity (vd) averaged 0.06 em s-l 

for 6 hour runs. Snow held near -2 DC had an average vd of 0.04 

em s-l; vd was higher for new snow vs. older metamorphosed snow (0.05 

vs. 0.02 em s-l), and higher for 6 vs. 10-12 hour runs (0.05 vs. 0.02 

-1) em s • SnO\v held near 0 DC had an average vd of 0.07 em s-l, 

reflecting a greater liquid-water mass fraction than that possessed 

by colder snow. When sunlight and tBL1perature allowed draining of 

meltwater, vd was much higher (0.14 em s-l). At higher S02 concen-

trations vd declined a small extent. Added ozone, apart from increa-

sing the percent S(VI) vs. S(IV) in the snOvl, had no effect on S02 vd. 

Most sulfur in the snOH was found as S (VI) even in the absence of 

ozone, indicating that other oxidants are readily available, espe-

cia11y in new snow. 

Four measurements of N02 deposition to snow were also made; vd 

averaged 0.005 em s-l in the dark and 0.012 em s-l in the light, under 
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elevated ozone concentrations. ~o interaction between the N02 

and 03 was evident. One measurement of simultaneous S02-N02 uptake 

was also made. Apart from near-total S(IV) oxidation, no effect, such 

as increased deposition, was observed. 

An aqueous-film model that explicity considered diffusive 

transport of S02 into snowpacks was used to calculate sulfur accumula

tion and penetration. This model considered gas dissolution and 

aqueous-phase reactions in a static, quasiliquid film presumed to be 

present on snow-grain surfaces. Three oxidants (Fe- and Mn-catalyzed 

02' 03' H202) acted to convert S(IV) to S(VI), to acidify the film, 

and to inhibit further S(IV) uptill~e. ~bdel calculations illustrated 

the primary importance of liquid-water mass fraction and the secondary 

importance of oxidative reactions on the deposition velocity of S02 

to snow. !1odel and experimental results were similar for assumed 

liquid-water mass fractions on the order of one percent. 

A series of experiments has determined the amounts of S(IV) 

and S(VI) incorporated into ice depositing from water vapor, at -7 and 

-15°C, in the presence of 10-400 ppbv S021 for 1 to 36 hours. Tbtal 

sulfur (S(IV) + S(VI» is incorporated into ice at T = -15°C at 

concentrations roughly s~~ilar to concentrations of S(IV) at Henry's 

Law equilibrium with water at ° °C. Incorporated sulfur is directly 

proportional to ice mass collected. Ozone and formaldehyde do not 

enhance and may inhibit incorporation of S02 into depositing ice by as 

much as 50%. 
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Incorporation of S02 into depositing ice at aqueous S02-S(IV) 

equilibrium values may be due to S02 concentration enhancement in the 

liquid-like film present on advancing ice surfaces. This enhancement 

depends on exceedingly low diffusion constants ( D < 10-9 cm2 s-1) for 

S02 in the film. The scavenging ratios for S02 by ice (unrimed snow) 

in the atmosphere should approximate those for liquid water at 0 °C. 

These scavenging ratios are comparable to sulfate scavenging ratios at 

lov; S02 concentrations. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

Fruitful experimental topics for future research are: 

(1) S02 deposition to dry snow experiencing varying rates of 

metamorphism due to imposed temperature gradients, in the 

presence of airborne oxidants. 

(2) S02 deposition to wet snov; (no draining) in the presence of 

airborne oxidants. It is important to verify that S02 

deposi tion enhancement can occur by S (IV) oxidation in the 

liquid. 

(3) S02 deposition enhancement by the phenomenon of melting with 

draining. Does sulfur-bearing meltwater percolate through the 

snow or drain by means of channels? 



(4) The role of pressure-pumping in increasing the rate of 802 

transport into the snowpack. 

Continued work may eventually reveal that the model of gas 

uptru<e into snow in Chapter 3 does not adequately describe nature. 
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As an example, carbon monoxide concentrations are greatly enhanced in 

snow, while methane concentrations are not, even though the Henry's 

Law constants for both are similar (KH,CO = 0.021 ml gas/ ml H20; 

Kn,CH4 = 0.032 ml gas/ ml H20; Rasmussen et al., 1982). According to 

~~e model, neither gas should interact well with snow. 

Revised exper~~nts on S02 deposition to ice would be helpful 

as well. Useful experiments on S02-ice interactions would be: 

(5) Short-time-span exper~~nts on S02 adsorption in the presence 

of airborne oxidants, similar to those of Sommerfeld and Lamb 

(1986) • 

(6) Long-time-span 802 incorporation experiments, in the presence 

of airborne oxidants, similar to those of Chapter 4. 

Field experiments that would prove helpful in understanding 

the interaction of S02 with ice in the atmosphere would be: 

(7) S02 scavenging measurements by unrimed snow, particularly in 

polar regions, where unrimed snow is more common and where 



sulfate concentrations in the air are usually not as high as 

in mid-latitudes, and 
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(8) Sulfur deposition budget studies on the ice sheets of Green

land and Antarctica. How important is gaseous sulfur deposi

tion compared to particulate sulfur deposition? Are there any 

implications for ice core dating? 
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APPENDIX A 

DATA FOR THE AHOUNT OF 802 IN:ORPORATED INK> ICE 
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Table A.l Data for 802 collection by depositing ice - first data set 
(preliminary). Ice collection rates were high enough that 
riming occurred on all runs in this set. . 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected 802 Collected Time Percent 802 Cone. 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) OXidized (ppbv) 

I 50 1.1460 4.063 20.85 12 10.0 
I 51 0.6423 2.464 11.90 16 9.3 
I 52 0.1307 1.683 2.50 19 9.7 
I 53 0.1150 1.198 2.50 24 9.7 
I 54 0.1224 1.107 2.50 11 16.0 
I 55 0.5467 1.806 12.22 8 16.8 
I 56 0.1045 0.858 2.50 18 3.6 
I 57 0.1069 2.515 2.50 18 4.5 
I 58 0.5748 2.591 15.70 19 7.2 
I 59 0.1354 0.680 2.50 0 5.5 



Table A.2 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - second 
data set (preliminary). S02 concentration was 14 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized 

I 70 0.0513 2.366 6.19 23 
I 71 0.2588 4.731 19.39 13 
I 72 0.0784 2.738 6.19 28 
I 73 0.2349 4.525 12.90 12 
I 74 0.0837 7.900 5.33 21 
I 75 0.1393 3.222 4.78 35 
I 76 0.1755 1.837 12.27 17 
I 77 0.0117 1.376 1.27 38 
I 78 0.0169 1.443 1.93 47 
I 79 0.0472 5.357 4.27 76 
I 80 0.1351 3.308 12.90 54 
I 82 0.1380 1.140 6.57 25 
I 84 0.2304 2.249 20.96 12 
I 85 0.2087 5.182 19.89 15 
I 86 0.0710 3.643 8.40 20 
I 87 0.1289 4.268 13.41 9 
I 88 0.0986 3.033 9.19 5 
I 89 0.1197 3.663 11. 71 10 
I 90 0.0161 4.336 3.14 14 
I 91 0.0117 2.822 3.23 16 
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Table A.3 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - third 
data set (preliminary). S02 concentration was 17 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) OXidized 

IB 5 -0.0666 2.669 5.43 17 
IB 8 0.0512 3.051 5.88 82 
IB 9 0.1466 7.331 14.60 66 
IB 10 0.1242 2.695 11.15 17 
IB 11 0.0959 2.451 9.20 15 
IB 12 0.0891 3.659 12.15 23 
IB 13 0.0246 2.362 7.60 23 
IB 14 0.1312 7.645 11.32 10 
IB 15 0.0876 4.725 13.38 10 
IB 16 0.0853 5.810 13.92 23 
IB 18 -0.0074 3.990 6.18 49 
IB 20 0.0134 4.448 9.01 42 
IB 21 0.0403 3.223 10.62 45 
IB 22 0.0239 1.942 6.80 44 
IB 24 0.0907 4.945 8.26 47 
IB 25 0.2347 8.831 13.90 18 



Table A.4 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - fourth 
data set. S02 concentration was 18 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized 

IB 26 0.1330 4.400 9.02 31 
IB 27 0.1556 5.298 11.16 24 
IB 28 0.1369 3.854 10.03 33 
IB 29 0.2076 5.501 15.82 34 
IB 30 0.2039 7.412 12.12 28 
1I3 31 0.1233 4.666 11.68 46 
1I3 34 -0.0526 1.846 9.92 45 
IB 35 -0.0176 1.435 10.93 42 
IB 36 -0.0018 1.623 9.47 38 
1I3 37 0.0434 4.066 14.08 41 
IB 38 0.0608 2.492 23.56 36 
1I3 39 0.0520 1. 793 18.32 24 
1I3 40 0.0669 2.049 12.10 47 
IB 41 0.0876 1.982 16.15 33 
IB 42 -0.0300 0.881 8.69 54 
IB 43 -0.0328 1.400 10.59 33 
IB 45 -0.0074 1.201 9.09 34 
1I3 46 0.0006 1.437 8.96 36 
IB 47 0.0118 2.263 13.72 30 
II3 49 0.0532 2.111 21.97 32 
IB 50 0.1351 8.633 17.86 11 
IB 51 0.1768 11. 552 20.18 13 
IB 52 0.1746 9.169 19.36 10 
IB 53 0.2550 8.525 31.97 10 
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Table A.5 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - fifth 
data set. S02 concentration was 77 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized 

IB 55 0.1082 12.572 12.71 17 
IB 56 0.1737 13.467 18.67 14 
ID 57 0.2242 11.164 21.68 21 
IB 59 0.188G 7.349 19.53 13 
IB 60 0.0334 2.969 4.68 22 
ID 61 0.1688 8.719 15.29 21 
113 62 0.0572 4.073 6.71 20 
IB 63 0.1372 8.094 14.23 15 
113 64 0.1227 4.851 12.93 19 
IB 66 0.0053 6.157 4.00 18 
IE 67 0.1203 6.878 14.72 12 
IB 68 0.0005 2.629 3.54 24 
ID 69 0.1062 3.907 12.53 14 
IB 70 0.0556 2.611 7.63 21 
ID 71 0.1006 7.034 14.51 11 
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Table A.6 Data for 502 collection by depositing ice - sixth 
data set. 502 concentration was 409 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected 502 Collected T.irne Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) OXidized 

IB 73 0.1058 7.387 17.27 9 
IB 74 0.0649 8.729 10.13 14 
IB 76 0.1295 10.934 5.62 17 
IB 77 0.2146 30.975 11.04 8 
IB 78 0.0692 7.530 5.06 7 
IB 79 0.1342 16.202 11.96 9 
IB 80 0.0458 6.632 3.19 8 
IE 81 0.0701 9.827 5.32 12 
IB 82 0.1409 16.928 9.76 8 
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Table A.7 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - seventh 
data set. S02 concentration was 124 ppbv. Data 
representing collection under riming or near-riming 
conditions are marked with asterisks. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized 

IE 87 0.1993 18.697 12.44 15 
IE 88 0.0150 3.759 3.78 25 
IE 89 0.2167 19.097 15.51 12 
IE 90 0.0693 4.924 4.99 14 
IE 91 0.1556 12.200 13.13 22 
IB 92 001055 9.095 6.56 8 
IE 93 0.2284 18.936 12.61 10 
IB 94 0.1110 8.204 6.90 20 
IB 95 0.2730 23.685 15.37 6 
IE 96 0.3009 20.487 17.10 5 
IE 97 0.0547 4.428 3.55 13 
IE 98 0.2390 16.579 13.55 7 
IB 99* 0.3598 14.887 12.59 8 
IB 100* 0.2074 9.634 6.83 7 
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Table A.8 Data for S02 collection by depositing ice - eighth 
data set. S02 concentration was 47 ppbv. 

Amount of Amount of Run 
Ice Collected S02 Collected Time Percent 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized 

IB 103 0.1591 5.527 11.86 12 
IB 104 0.1811 7.386 12.69 17 
IB 105 0.0753 3.493 5.95 26 
IB 106 0.2872 9.193 22.70 8 
IB 107 0.1632 4.850 11.58 8 
IE 108 0.1029 3.732 7.41 15 
IB 109 0.1935 7.152 14.21 7 
IE 110 0.0493 2.11G 4.07 16 
IB 111 0.2197 7.611 18.29 12 
II3 112 0.0403 1.237 3.82 15 
IB 113 0.1765 5.410 14.85 n 

u 
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Table A.9 Data for 802 collection by depositing ice - ninth 
data set (in the presence of 03 and HCHO). 802 concentra-
tion was 65 ppbv. . 

Amount of Amount of Run Trace Gas 
Ice Collected 802 Collected Time Percent and Conca 

Run (g) (10-7 g) (hr) Oxidized (ppbv) 

IB 114 0.1402 2.142 12.46 61 °3(135-190) 
IB 115 0.1218 3.131 11.20 61 °3(150-185) 
IB 116 0.0669 2.142 6.44 50 °3(155-170) 
IB 117 0.1285 2.863 11. 70 48 °3(150-180) 
IB 118 0.0593 1.616 4.88 33 °3(35-60) 
IB 119 0.1315 3.032 12.73 35 °3(45-70) 
IB 120 0.1178 2.510 11.94 40 °3(45-70) 
IB 121 0.2651 6.494 16.17 16 I-ICHO(75-110) 
IB 122 0.3455 8.078 22.98 12 HCHO(55-100) 
IB 123 0.0403 1.331 2.84 21 HCHO(55) 
IB 124 0.0464 0.973 5.33 33 HCHO(100-160) 
IB 125 0.0933 3.035 16.82 24 HCHO(75-100) 
IB 126 0.1666 2.976 11. 76 12 HCHO( >1000) 



APPENDIX B 

DOCUMENTATION AND PR~l LISTING FOR THE S02-TO-SNOW 

DRY DEPOSITION MODEL OF CHAPTER 3 
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This is a list and description of the arrays, variables, and 

constants used in the physical-chernical S02-to-snow dry deposition 

model of Chapter 3. The numerical values indicated for the various 

constants were the ones actually used, but they may not necessarily be 

accurate, as noted in the footnotes of Table 3.1, and should not be 

blindly used. This list was originally compiled for an earlier ver-

sion of progra~ SLICE3, and a few variables may not be listed. For 

example, references to the variable ETHICr<: in the program listing 

concern the presence of a laminar boundary layer on the snowpack 

surface (Bales et al., 1987). For most uses, RTIIICr<: should be set to 

zero; i.e., no boundary layer. 

LIST OF ARRAYS USED IN PROGRAM SLICE3.FOR 
***************************************** 

CS02(26) (G S02/CM**3 AIR) 

C03(26) (G 03/CM**3 AIR) 

CSFOUR(26) (G S(IV)/CM**3 WATER 

CS04(26) (G S04=/CM**3 WATER ) 

AD ( 2 6 ) (NO UNITS) 

Al(26) (NO UNITS) 

A2(26) (NO UNITS) 

H(26) (HOLES/LITER) 

S02 gas concentration in snowpack. 

03 gas concentration in snowpack. 

S(IV) aqueous concentration in 
interfacial film. S(IV) is 
considered to be all bisulfilte 
i.e.~ G S(IV) means G HS03-

S(VI), or S04=, aqueous 
concentration in interfacial film. 

First S02(AQ) ionization fraction. 

Second S02(AQ) ionization 
fraction. 

Third S02(AQ) ionization fraction. 

[H+] concentration. 



RATE(26) (l/SEC) 
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Pseudo-first order oxidation rate 
coefficient for S(IV) •. 

CH202(26) (G H202/CM**3 AIR) H202 gas concentration in 
snowpack. 

VT(26) (CM/SOC) S02 deposition velocities to snow 
as a function of time ( VT(l) for 
15 min, VT(2) for 30 min, etc. ). 

LIST OF CONSTANTS USED IN SLICE3.FOR 
************************************ 

BICO= 1000./64.06 (MOLE-CM**3 WATER/G S02-LITER) Conversion 
factor between HOLES S02/LITER and G S02/CM**3 
WATER. 

H2CO= 1000./34.01 (MOLE-CM**3 WATER/G H202-LITER) Conversion 
factor between MOLES H202/LITER and G H202/CM**3 
WATER. 

OCO= 1000./47.998 (~~LE-CM**3 WATER/G 03-LITER) Conversion factor 
bet\veen MOLES 03/LITER and G 03/CM**3 WATER. 

SULFCO= 1000./96.06 (MOLE-CM**3 WATER/G SULFATE-LITER) Conversion 
factor between moles S04=/LITER and G S04=/~1**3 
WATER. 

CK1= 2.6363E-07 Equilibrium constant for C02(AQ), HC03-' and H+ 
(SOURCE Stumm & Morgan, 1981). 

C02AQ= 2. 4836E-05 (r·10LES C02/LITER) C02 (AQ) concentration 
(SOURCE Henry's Law constant: Stunrn and r-brgan, 
1981; 340 pp~ C02 assumed). 

SK1= 2.2803E-02 Equilibrium constant for S02(AQ), HS03-, and H+ 
(SOURCE Smith & Martel, 1976). 

SK2= 4.8084E-08 

SKALPH 

TAU=l.O 

DT=0.25 

Equilibrium constant for HS03-' 
(SOURCE Smith & ~~el, 1976). 
value is incorrect - see Table 
value is 1.0471E-07. 

Product of SKI and SK2. 

Tortuosity. 

(SEC) Time step. 

S03=' and H+ 
This numerical 

3.l. A better 



DX=0.4 

DXSQ 

XTCYI'=10.0 

DH202=0.191 

003=0.161 

DS02=0.139 

DIFFH 

DIFFO 

DIFFS 

HKH202=1.479lE+07 

HK03=O.4571 

I-ll<S02=73.114 

(CM) Depth increment in snowpack. 

DX**2 

(CM) Maximum depth of modelled snowpack. 

(01**2/SEC) Diffusion coefficient for H202 
(SOURCE: from DS02, using square root of the 
ratio of molecular weights). 

(CM**2/SEC) Diffusion coefficient for 03 
(SOURCE: from DS02, using square root of the 
ratio of molecular weights). 

(01**2/SEC) Diffusion coefficient for S02 
(SOURCE: Andrew (1955) Chern. Eng. Sci., 4, 
pp. 269-272, corrected to 0 °c and 781.3E+04 
Pa pressure at Flagstaff). 

DH202/DXSQ 

D03/DXSQ 

DS02/DXSQ 
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(CM**3 AIR/CM**3 WATER) Henry's Law constant for 
H202 at 0 deg C. (SOURCE Martin & Damschen, 
1981). This numerical value is incorrect - see 
Table 3.1. 

(Cr·1**3 AIR/CM**3 l~TER) Henry's Law constant for 
03 at 0 deg C. {SOURCE Landolt & Bornstein, 
1976; this reference is cited in Hoffmann and 
Calvert, 1985, but the citation is apparently 
incorrect there and has yet to be properly 
verified. 

(CM**3 AIR/01**3 WATER) Henry's Law constant for 
S02 at 0 deg C. (SOURCE Smith & Martel, 1976). 

[NarE: Henry's Law constants are estimated from log K at 25 
° C and LlI-Io values; taken from Hoffman & Calvert, 1985.] 

RKIO=4.6E+03 

RKll=6.8E+04 

(LlTER/MOLE-SEC) S02(AQ) and 03 reaction rate 
constant. 

(LlTER/MOLE-SEC) HS03- and 03 reaction rate 
constant. 



RK12=3.0E+08 

RK20=1. 7E+07 

RK2l=13. 

RK3l=2.7E+05 

RK4l=220 

EQA=1.1749E-15 

FMIN=l.E-36 

POFC=EQA+CK1*C02AQ 

VICE=1./.92 
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(LlTER/.VDLE-SEC) S03= and 03 reaction rate 
constant. . 

(LlTER/MOLE**2-SEC) S(IV) and H202 reaction rate 
constant. 

(LlTER/MOLE) Constant in denominator of S(IV) 
and H202 reaction rate formula. 

(LlTER/MOLE-SEC) S(IV) and 02 (by FE3 catalyst) 
reaction rate constant. 

(LlTER/MOLE-SEC) S(IV) and 02 (by MN2 catalyst) 
reaction rate constant. 

(MJLE**2) H+ and OH- equilibrimn constant 

Concentration lower limit (Concentrations of 
anything are zeroed below this value). 

Factor used in calculating H+ values using 
quadratic approximation, meaning Part OF C. 
aX**2+bX+c. The pH was calculated u'sing a 
quadratic approximation to the cubic polynomial 
that results by applying the requirement of 
electruneutrality to the ions in aqueous 
solution. 

(Cf'.1**3/G ICE) Inverse density of ice. 

LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN SLICE3.FOR 
************************************ 

INTEGER 
******* 

IVT 

IDXT(=25) 

ITlME(=86400) 

M 

IDT 

Determines whether two back-to-back runs will 
be done. 

Number of depth points for calculation. 

Number of iteration time steps. 

Depth DO loop indexing variable. 

Time DO loop indexing variable. 



IS 

IO 

IH 

IND 

REAL 

**** 
ANAME 

BNAME 

CNAME 

DNAME 

FNAME 

GNAME 

T 

yy 

DEN 

RAW 

CAS02 

This variable insures that the correction to 
802 concentration upon imminent exhaustion 
is done only once. 

Correction to 03 concentration upon imminent 
exhaustion will be done only once. 
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Correction to H202 concentration upon imminent 
exhaustion will be done only once. 

Deposition velocity time index (increase of 1 
is equivalent to O.2S-hours). 

Input file name (INFO.IN). 

S02 snowpack gas concentration output file. 

03 snowpack gas concentration output file. 

Bisulfite concentration in interfacial film 
output file. 

Sulfate concentration in interfacial film 
output file. 

[H+] concentration output file. 

Pseudo-first order reaction rate coeffici~1t 
output file. 

H202 snowpack gas concentration output file. 

Deposition velocity output file. 

(SEC) Simulation end time. 

Number of iteration time steps (real). 

(G SNa1/CM**3) Snow density. 

(NO UNITS) Liquid water content. 

Volume air-to-water ratio. 

(PPBV or G S02/CH*oJ(3 AIR) Surface S02 gas 
concentration. 



CA03 

CAH202 

(PPBV or G 03/CM**3 AIR) Surface 03 gas 
concentration. 

(PPBV or G H202/CM**3 AIR) Surface H202 gas 
concentration. 

[NOTE: All gas concentrations good for Flagstaff, AZ. 
P=7.813E+04 Pa] 
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A3 HK03/RAW Frequently used multiplicative factor. 

A03 A3+l 

A03DT A03/DT 

AH2 HKH202/RAW Frequently used multiplicative 
factor. 

AH202 AH2+1 

AH2DT AH202/D'r 

DEM RAW*AO (M) Used for denominator in aqueous S02 
calculations. 

AS2 Illffi02/DEM Used as a multiplicative factor. 

AS02 AS2+1 

AS02DT AS02/DT 

S02AQ (MOLES/LITER) S02(AQ) concentration. 

[NOTE: All variable names ending with ••• AQ have units of 
MOLES/LITER] • 

J3r.lINUS -b in the quadratic equation ax**2+bX+C=O 

C4~1 -4*a*c (used in solution of quadratic equation) 

ALPHI SKI/I-! (r1) 

ALPH2 SKl*SK2/H(M) 

VIDS Change in S02 concentration due to diffusion 
(must be multiplied by DT/AS02). 



VIDO 

VIDH 

RKS 

RKH 

RKFEO 

TCS 

'ICO 

TCH 

S4AQ 

03AQ 

H202AQ 

BSl 

BS2 

BS3 

BS4 

001 

BH2 

Change in 03 concentration due to diffusion 
(must be multiplied by DT/AS03). 

Change in H202 concentration due to diffusion 
(must be multiplied by DT/AH202). 

S02 and 03 reaction rate coefficient. 

S02 and H202 reaction rate coefficient. 
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S02 and 02(FE3 catalyst) reaction rate coeffi
cient. 

802 and 02(MN2 catalyst) reaction rate coeffi
cient. 

S02 gas concentration (can be corrected upon 
imminent S02 exhaustion due to reaction). 

03 gas concentration (can be corrected upon 
imminent 03 exhaustion due to reaction). 

H202 gas concentration (can be corrected upon 
imminent H202 exhaustion due to reaction). 

(l-1OLES/LITER) S(IV) aqueous concentration. 

(!v10LES/LITER) 03 aqueous concentration. 

(MOLES/LITER) H202 aqueous concentration. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for S02 due to 03 reaction. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for S02 due to H202 reaction. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for S02 due to 02(FE3) reaction. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for S02 due to 02U1N2) reaction. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for 03 due to S02 reaction. 

(l/SEC) Pseudo-first order reaction rate 
coefficient for H202 due to S02 reaction. 



BSSUM 

BOSUM 

BHSUM 

ES 

EO 

EH 

BSZ 

z 

DBIS 

DSUL 

DCCMBO 

TEL 

Change in S02 concentration due to reaction 
(must be multiplied by DT/AS02). 

Change in 03 concentration due to reaction 
(must be multiplied by DT/A03). 

Change in H202 concentration due to reaction 
(must be multiplied by DT/AH202). 

(G S02/CH**3 AIR) Tentative new S02 concen
tration. 

(G 03/Q1**3 AIR) Tentative new 03 concen
tration. 

(G H202/CM**3 AIR) Tentative new H202 concen
tration. 
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What BSSUN (or BOSm·1, or BHSm1) would have to 
be to insure that the new gas concentration is 
not below zero. 

(SEC) Elapsed time. 

(G HS03-/CM**3 WATER) Summation variable for 
integrating HS03- amounts using trapezoidal 
rule. 

(G S04=/CM**3 WATER) Same as DBIS, but for S04= 

(G S02/CM**3 WATER) Integrated amount of S02 
(as HS03- or S04=) found in snow. 

Variable used to determine HS03- or S04= 
concentration in MELTED snow. 



$NOFLOATCALLS 
$STORAGE: 2 . 

DIMENSION CS02(26), C03(26), CSFOUR(26), CS04(26), AO(26), 
*A1(26), A2(26), H(26), RATE(26), CH202(26), VT(26), 

*FRESHS (26), FRESHO(26), FRESHH(26) 
CHARACTER ANAME*20, BNAME*20, CNAME*20, DNAME*20, ENAME*20, 

*FNAME*20, GNAME*20, HNAME*20, PNAME*20 
INTEGER ITll1E* 4, IDT* 4 
WRITE (* , *)' REACTION OF S02 WITH 03 AND H202 ON SNOW' 

WRITE(*,*), INFILE:' 
READ ( * , 10 ) ANAr-1E 
OPEN(5,FILE=ANAME,STATUS='OLD') 
IVI'=O 

C READ IN NAMES OF OUTPUT DATA FILES 
1 READ ( 5, 10) BNAr>1E 

OPEN(6,FILE=BNAME,STATUS='NEW') 
READ ( 5, 10 ) CNAHE 
OPEN(7,FILE=CNAME,STATUS='NEW') 
READ (5,10) DNAr-1E 
OPEN(8,FILE=DNAME,STATUS='NEW') 
READ(5,10)ENAME 
OPEN ( 9 , FILE=ENAME, STATUS= 'lID\" ) 
READ(5,10)FNAME 
OPEN (10, FILE=FNAME, STATUS=' NEW' ) 
READ ( 5, 10 ) GNAr-1E 
OPEN(11,FILE=GNAME,STATUS='NEW' ) 
READ(5,10)HNAME 
OPEN(12,FILE=HNAME,STATUS='NEW') 
READ ( 5, 10) PNAr-1E 
OPEN ( 13, FILE=PNAME, STATUS= 'lID\" ) 
TAU=l.O 
SULFC0=1000o/96.06 
OC0=1000./47.998 
H2C0=1000./34.01 
BICO=1000./64.06 
CK1=2.6363E-07 
SKl=2.2803E-02 
SK2=4.8084E-08 
C02AQ=2.4836E-05 
SKALPH=SKl*SK2 
DT=0.25 
DX=0.4 
Dy,sQ=DX**2 
XTCYI'=10.0 
D03=.161/TAU 
DS02=.139/TAU 
DH202=o191/TAU 
DIFFS=DS02/DXSQ 
DIFFO=D03/DXSQ 
DIFFH=DH202/DXSQ 
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C HENRY'S LAW COEFFICIENl'S IN UNITS OF rno1e-crn**3 air/g-1 
HK03=O.4571 
HKS02=73.114 
HKH202=1.4791E+07 
RK10=4.6E+03 
RK11=6.8E+04 
RK12=3.0E+08 
RK20=l. 7E+07 
RK21=13. 
RK31=2.7E+05 
RK41=220 
EQA=l.1749E-15 
FMIN=l.E-36 
SOLPRO=1584.9 
BETA1=158.5 
BETA2=501187.2 
POFC=EQA+CK1*C02AQ 
READ(5,16)T 
IDXT=INT(XTOT/DX}+1 
YY=T/DT 
ITIME=IFIX(YY) 
READ (5, 16) DEN 
READ(5,16)ViC , 
VICE=l. /0.92 
RAW=(l./DEN-VICE)~~-l.+VICE 
READ (5,16) CAS02 
CAS02=CAS02*2.204E-12 
CSBL=CAS02 

C CAS02 IN G S02/CM**3 AIR AT FT~~GSTAFF 
READ (5,16 )CA03 
CA03=CA03*1.6512E-12 

C CA03 IN G 03/Ct1**3 AIR AT FLAGSTAFF 
READ(5,16) CAH202 
CAH202=CAH202*1.170lE-12 

C CAO IN G H202/CM**3 AIR AT FLAGSTAFF IN SNOW PORES 
C METAL COOCENTRATIONS IN MOLES/LITER 

READ (5, 12)CFE3AQ 
READ (5, 12)CMN2AQ 
READ (5, 16)BTHICK 
A3=HK03/RAW 
A03=A3+1. 
A03DT=A03/DT 
AH2=HKH202/RA~v 
AH202=AH2+ 1. 
AH2DT=AH202/DT . 

C ZERO OUT ARRAYS AND SET INITIAL ARRAY VALUES 
DO 20 M=1, IDXT 
CS02(M)=0. 
C03(M)=O. 
CSFOUR (M) =0 • 
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C 

CS04(M)=0. 
Al(M)=O. 
A2 (M)=O. 
AO(M)=O. 
CH202(M)=CAH202 
VT(M)=O. 
RATE(M) =0. 
FRESHS (M) =0. 
FRESHO(M)=Oo 
FRESHH (M) =0 • 

20 CONl'INUE 
CS02 ( 1) =CSBL 
C03(1)=CA03 
CH202(1)=CAH202 

C IvlAIN LOOP STARTS HERE 
C 

DO 100 IDT=l,ITIME 
C CALCULATE [H+] BY APPROXIMATION TE:HNIQUE 

DO 30 M=l, IDXT 
S02AQ=CS02(M)*HKS02*BICO 
~lINUS=CS04(M)*2.*SULFCO 
C4AM=4*(POFC+SI<1*S02AQ) 
H (M)= (BrlINUS+SQRT(BrlINUS**2+C4AM) ) /2 0 

ALPHl=SKl/H(M) 
ALPH2=SKALPH/(H(M) **2) 
AO(M)=1./(1.+ALPHl+ALPH2) 
Al (f\1) =AO (M) *SKI/H (M) 
A2(M)=Al(M)*SK2/H(M) 

30 CONTINUE 
VIDS=O. 
VIDO=O. 
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C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR H202 IS AS IF THERE'S 0.4 CM OF SNOW ABOVE 
C SURFACE, AT THE TOP OF \oJHICH [H202 ]=0. (EASIEST BOUNDARY CONDITION 
C TO SIMULATE). 

VIDH=DIFFH*(-2*CH202(1)+CH202(2» 
DO 80 M=l, IDXT 
IF(M.EQ.LOR.H.EQ.IDXT)GO TO 31 
VIDS=DIFFS*(CS02(M-l)-2*CS02(M)+CS02(M+l» 
IF(VIDS.LTol.E-90) VIDS=O. 
VIDO=DIFFO*(C03(M-l)-2*C03(M)+C03(M+l» 
IF (VIOO.LT .LE-90) VIDO=O. 
VIDH=DIFFH* (CH202 (M-l) - 2*CH202 (ron +CH202 (M+ 1) ) 
IF (VIDH.LT .LE-90) VIDH=O. 

31 DEM=RA~'VkAO (M) 
AS 2 =HKS02/DEI1 
AS02=AS2+1. 
AS02DT=AS02/DT 
RKS=RKIO*AO (M)+RKll*Al(M)+ru<12*A2 (M) 
ru<H=RK20*H(M)*Al(M)/(1.+RK21*H(M» 



RI<FEO=RK31 *A2 (M) 
RKMNO=RK41*A1 (M) 
IS=O 
IO=O 
IH=O 
TCS=CS02 (M) 
TCO=C03(M) 
TCH=CH202 (M) 
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C THE INCREMENr REMOVED FROM EACH CONSTITUENI' DUE TO REACTION, PRIOR 
C TO MASS CONSERVATION CALCULATION, IS FIGURED HERE WITH THE B'S. 
C THE B' S ARE THE PSEOOo-FIRST-ORDER RATE COEFFICIEm'S FOR THE 
C APPROPRIATE REACTIONS (l/SEC) 

32 S4AQ=HKS02*TCS*BICO/AO(M) 
03AQ=HK03*TCO*OCO . 
H202AQ=HKH202*TCH*H2CO 
BS1=RKS*03AQ 
BS2=RKFP'<H202AQ 
FE3MAX=SOLPRO*«H(M)**3)+H(M)/BETA2+(H(M)**2)/BETA1) 
FE3AQ=CFE3AQ 
IF (CFE3AQ. GT • FE3NIAX) FE3AQ=FE3MAX 
BS3=RKFEO*FE3AQ 
BS4=RKMNO*CMN2AQ 
B01=RKS*S4AQ 
BH2=RKH>'<S4AQ 
RATE (M)=BS1+BS2+BS3+BS4 
BSSilll= (BS1 +BS2+BS3+BS4 ) ~'TCS* AS2 
BOSm1=B01*TCO*A3 
BHSilll=BH2*TCH*AH2 

C CHECK vmE'I'HER THE ACTIVE AGEm'S ARE EXHAUSTED WITH THE E' S. 
ES=DT*(VIDS-BSSm.1)/AS02+CS02(M) 
IF(ES.GT.FMIN) GO TO 41 
IF(ES.LT.O •• AND.IS.EQ.O)GO TO 40 
ES=O. 
GO TO 41 

40 BSZ=VIDS+CS02(M)*AS02DT 
TCS=TCS>"BSZ/BSSill1 
IS=l 
GO TO 32 

41 EO=DT'k (VIDo-BOSUM) /A03+C03 (M) 
IF (EO.GT.F.MIN) GO TO 43 
IF(EO.LT.O •• AND.IO.EQ.O) GO TO 42 
EO=O. 
GO TO 43 . 

42 BSZ=VIDO+C03(M)*A03DT 
TCO=TCO*BSZ/BOSm.1 
IO=l 
GO TO 32 

43 EH=DT* (VIDH-BHSm.1) /AH202+CH202 (M) 
IF(EH.GT.FMIN) GO TO 49 
IF(EH.LT.O •• AND.IH.EQ.O) GO TO 44 



EH=O. 
GO TO 49 

44 BSZ=VIDH+CH202(M)*AH2DT 
TCH=BSZ*TCH/BHSUM 
IH=l 
GO TO 32 

49 CS04(M)=DT*BSSUM*RAv~96.06/64.06+CS04(M) 
IF(M.NE.l) GO TO 50 
FRESHS(l)=CSBL 
FRESHO(1)=CA03 
GO TO 51 

50 FRESHS(M)=ES 
FRESHO(M)=EO 

51 FRESHH(M)=EH 
80 CONI'INUE 

DO 90 M=l,IDXT 
CS02(M)=FRESHS(M) 
C03 (M) =FRESHO (N) 
CH202(M)=FRESHH(M) 
CSFOUR(M)=CS02(M)*HKS02*81.07/(AO(M)*64.06) 

90 CONTINUE 
IF(MJD(IDT,400).NE.0.)GO TO 91 
Z=IDT*DT 
vllITE(*,*)Z,'SECONDS' 

C INTEGRATE HS03- AND S04= IN SNOWPACK USING TRAPEZOIDAL RULE 
C IN ORDER TO FIND DEPOSITION VELOCITY 

91 DBIS=O. 
DSUL=O. 
IND=IDT/3600 
DO 92 M=2,IDXT-1 
DBIS=DBIS+CSFOUR(M) 
DSUL=DSUL+CS04(M) 

92 CONTINUE 
DBIS=DBIS+(CSFOUR(1)+CSFOUR(IDXT»/2. 
DSUL=DSUL+(CS04(1)+CS04(IDXT»/2. 
DCOMBO=(DBIS/81.07+DSUL/96.06)*64.06*DX 
DCOMBO=DCOMBO*v;C*DEN/ (IDT*DT) 
VDPN=DCOMBO/CAS02 
IF (r·lOD(IDT ,3600) .EQ. O. )VT(IND) =VDPN 
CSBL=CAS02*(1.-VDPN*BTHICK/DS02) 
IF(CSBL.LT.0.)CSBL=CAS02/5. 

100 COl\1TINUE 
C \'ffiITE OtJI'PUT FILES 

DO 105 M=l, IDXT 
PH=-ALOG10 (H (M) ) 
X=- (M-l) *DX 
vffiITE(6,14)CS02(M),X 
VffiITE(7,14)C03(M),X 
TEL=CSFOUR (M) *Vl: 
vffiITE(8,18)CSFOUR(M),X,TEL 
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TEL=CS04 (M) *t\C 
WRITE(9,18)CS04(M),X,TEL 
WRITE(10,17)PH,X,H(M),AO(M) 
WRITE(11,17)RATE(M),X,A1(M),A2(M) 
WRITE(12,14)CH202(M),X 
lffi=M*0.25 
tVRITE(13,14) lffi,VT(M) 

105 CONTINUE 
C PROGRAM WILL RUN IN BACK-TO-BACK MODE 

IF(IVT.EQ.1) GO TO 110 
IVT=l 
GO TO 1 

10 FORr1AT (A20) 
12 FORMAT(E11.3) 
14 FORr-1AT (2X, IP2E11. 3) 
15 FORMAT(I1) 
16 FORr-lAT(F8.4) 
17 FORMAT(2X,IP4E11.3) 
18 FORMAT(2X,lP3E11.3) 

110 END 
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